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Abstract 

This dissertation presents a discussion of the optimal feedback control for non- 

liner systems (both discrete and ODE) and nonquadratic cost functions in order 

to achieve improved performance and larger regions of asymptotic stability in the 

nonlinear system context. 

The main work of this thesis is carried out in two parts; the first involves devel- 

opment of nonlinear, nonquadratic theory for nonlinear recursion equations and 

formulation, proof and application of the stable manifold theorem as it is required 

in this context in order to obtain the form of the optimal control law. 

The second principal part of the dissertation is the development of nonlinear, non- 

quadratic theory as it relates to nonautonomous systems of a particular type; specif- 

ically periodic time varying systems with a fixed, time invariant critical point.
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Chapter 1 

Introduction and Literature 

Review 

The linear - quadratic optimal control theory, introduced in 1960 by R. E. Kalman 

and R. S. Bucy [20], [23], has since that time enjoyed wide popularity as a math- 

ematical framework in terms of which a wide variety of design objectives can be 

expressed and corresponding design techniques developed. This theory, further de- 

veloped in an enormous number of journal articles and various books (see, e.g., [24], 

[45], [2]). 

We will do a review here of this certain approach to the optimal control of finite 

dimensional autonomous systems of nonlinear differential equations near an equi- 

librium point. In particular, we are primarily concerned with the problem of closed 

loop control on the time interval 0 < t < oo. The reader may wish to consult [29], 

[2] and [12] for fundamentals of the theory of ordinary differential equations and 

control theory. 

The problem is formulated in terms of a control system equation in R”, with



denoting a 

g= F(2x,u), 

and a performance integral, 

j= f G(z,u) dt, 
0 

which, for a given initial state +(0) = zo, is to be minimized by the action of the 

control u. In fact, we ultimately seek an m-dimensional vector feedback control 

function of the state z, u = u(x), which makes the integral as small as possible for 

all initial states zo near an equilibrium point in R”, which we may, without loss of 

generality, take to be x = 0. It is clear that we may also assume the equilibrium 

control to be u = 0 in R”™. 

Hence, for each feedback control function wu = u(x) we consider the autonomous 

differential equation 

r= F(z,u(z)) (1.0.1) 

with the corresponding solution x = z(t, x79), where x(0,2o) = Xo for an initial state 

Zp near the equilibrium point in R”. Since we are interested in the dependence of 

the integral upon the initial state of (1.0.1) as well as upon the control function 

u(x), we use the notation 

J(xo,u) = [ G(x(t, ro), u(x(t, xo))) dé. (1.0.2) 

As noted above, we assume that the origin is an equilibrium point of F(z, wu), which



means 

F(0,0) =0, 

and F(z,u) and G(z,u) are defined on some neighborhood of the origin in R"*™, 

* both at least of class C? there, and can be represented in the form, wherein 2”, u 

denote the (row vector) transposes of the column vectors z, u, respectively, 

F(z,u) = Azr+ Bu+e f(z,u), (1.0.3) 

G(z,u) = (2*,u") ( re i ( , + g(x, u). (1.0.4) 

Here 

OF OF A= (0,0), B= (0,0), 

A, B, W, U and BR are real matrices and 

OG 0G 
G(0,0) = — = —(0,0) = (0,0) =0, =*(0,0)=0, 5*(0,0) =0, 

and f(xz,u) and g(z, u) are higher order remainder terms with 

of of 
f(0,0) = 0, Bz (89) = 0, Fy, 689) = 0, 

9 Bieoveg 8 _, a9 _, a9 _ 

WwW 
R* 

assume that F(z, u) is linearly stabilizable, that is, there exists a real matrix K for 

We assume that ( 
R\. ; “ye ; ; 
U is a real symmetric positive definite matrix. Also we 

which A+ BK is a stability matrix !. 
  

1A real matrix is called a stability matriz if its eigenvalues all have negative real parts.



We consider the class of feedback controls which are of the form 

u=u(xz) = Kr+ h(x), (1.0.5) 

where again h(x) denotes the higher order remainder terms. The real matrices K 

are selected so that u(x) stabilizes (1.0.1); that is, in 

F(z,u(z)) = (A+ BK )x+ Bh(x) + f(z, u(z)), 

A+ BRK should be a stability matrix. 

In 1969 D. L. Lukes [31], following an approach first developed by Kalman and Bucy 

[20], [23] for the linear, quadratic case, developed a quite complete theory for the 

case when F(x,u) and G(z, u) were at least of class C* near the origin in R"*™. The 

theory is even more complete when F(z,u) and G(x, wu) are real analytic functions 

near the origin in R"t™; ie., f(x,u) and g(z,u) in (1.0.3) - (1.0.4) are real conver- 

gent power series about the origin beginning with second and third order terms in 

(x,u), respectively, and every h(x) in (1.0.5) is given by real power series converging 

about the origin and beginning with second order terms. 

Note that one of our basic assumptions is that the Hessian matrix of G(z,u) at the 

origin, ( Pe A , is positive definite. Hence J(xo, u) > 0 near the origin and the 

integral is a composite indicator of the rate at which the feedback controls return the 

disturbed process to its equilibrium state and the control energy expended during 

the operation. This is the motivation for making the following technical definition.



Definition 1.1 A C' stabilizing feedback control u(x) = Ka+h(z) is called optimal 

for the process (1.0.1) with respect to the performance integral (1.0.2) if for every 

C" stabilizing feedback control u(x) = Kx + h(x) there exists a neighborhood N,, of 

the origin in R”in which 

J (xo, t) < J(xo, u). 

In [31] Lukes proves 

Theorem 1.2 For the C? stabilizable control process in R” 

& = F(z,u) = Ax + But f(a,u) 

with performance integral 

J(20,u) = f° G(e,u) a= [Loew ( Ms i) ( , taesu) dt, 

there exists an optimal C! stabilizing feedback control i. The optimal control func- 

tion u has the form (1.0.5), i.e., 

i(c) = Kx + h(a), 

where K depends only on matrices A, B,W, R and U, solves the functional equation 

OJ OF . 0G - 
Qa (tor WB (wo, t(xo)) + Z- (to, U(xo)) = 0 (1.0.6) 
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for all xq near the origin and is unique tn that: 

is the unique C'' solution to (1.0.6); ™ >
 

2. & is the unique C! optimal stabilizing feedback control; 

~~
 

2 a synthesizes * the unique optimal open - loop control. 

Further, the minimal cost has the form 

J (xo, %) = Lo PxXo + j(20), 

where in the lowest order term P > 0 depends only upon matrices A, B, W, U and 

R. 

Before we proceed to the linear case, which Lukes also treated in [31], we require 

the following lemma. 

Lemma 1.3 In the collection of all positive definite real symmetric n xX n matrices 

there exists a unique solution P > 0 to the quadratic matrix equation 

A*P + PA+W —(PB+ R)U7'(B*P 4+ R*) =0. (1.0.7) 
  

*That is, there exists an € > 0 and a neighborhood of the origin N such that for each xo € N, 

the response Z(¢) satisfies 

# = F(2,a(2)), 2(0)=20, #(t)C N forall 0<t <0, 

and the corresponding control a°P- = u(z£(t)) is the unique open-loop control achieving the min- 
imum of J(u) = {5° G(x(t), u(t)) df among all measurable controls u(t) on 0 < t < oo with 

||u(t)|| < ¢ and generating trajectories x(t) satisfying ¢ = F(x, u(t)), 2(0) = zo, z(t) C N for all 
0<t<o.



For the proof see [30], [42]. There the converse is true. That is, if equation (1.0.7) 

has a solution P > 0 for ( Pe ; 

positive definite solution and the matrices A, B are a stabilizable pair. 

1 > 0, then that solution is the unique symmetric 

Theorem 1.4 (Linear System) For the special case of theorem (1.2) in which 

t= Art Bu, (1.0.8) 

and 

Heo) = [erry f ) (2) a (1.0.9) 

the optimal control is 

where 

K = —U""(R* + B*P). 

Here P > 0 is the unique positive definite symmetric solution of the matrix equation 

(1.0.7). Further, Kx is a global optimal control in the sense that in the definition 

of optimal feedback control we can take N,, to be all of R"*™ and in footnote 2 we 

may take € = 00 and N = R”. Finally, 

J (x9, t) = Lo" P20.



Hence in order to find the optimal control a(t) for linear system on 0 < t < oo 

minimizing (1.0.9) it is sufficient to find the above described solution P of the 

matrix quadratic equation (1.0.7) and then solve 

& = (A— BU7'(R* + B*P))é, 

£(0) = Lo; 

the closed loop system arising from use of 

u(t) = —U~'(R* + B*P)z(t), (1.0.10) 

in the original system (1.0.8) [45]. Finally, a(t) is determined from z(t) by (1.0.10). 

Next we will set up the nonlinear problem for a perturbation analysis. In order to do 

this we will reformulate the solution to the linear system in term of a Hamiltonian 

system. First of all we need the following lemma which Lukes proved in [31]. 

Lemma 1.5 Let F(z,u) and G(z,u) be as described above, then there exists a 

unique continuously differentiable solution u(x, p) to the equation 

pe (e,u) + OG (eu) =0 (1.0.11) 
Ou Ou 

for (x,p) near the origin in R?” such that (0,0) = 0. Furthermore. 

] A 

u(x, p) = —5U" (2R*x + B*p) + h(z,p), 

where h(x, p) = o(||zx|| + ||pl]) as |z||, ||p|| 2 0 in R2". In the analytic case h(x, p) 
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is a convergent power series about (0,0) beginning with terms of second degree in 

(x, p). 

Following Lukes [31], let us consider the quadratic form 

2H(z,p) = x*We + 2x*Rp — p*Up 

in the two real n-vectors x and p, where we define 

W = 2(W-RU'R’), 

U = 5 BU B 

hy
 

I| A* — RU7' B", 

in terms of the data A, B, W, U and R from the linear problem. Then we may 

define a Hamiltonian system in R?”, 

t= (Sten) 

» = -(Feen) 

which can be written in the vector / matrix form 

z ke —-U x 
= » - ; 1.0.12 (r= (40 eG) 01 

m= ( ap S.). (1.0.13) 

If we define



where P > 0 is the unique matrix solution of (1.0.7), the nonsingular real linear 

Ci )=“ (4): 
transforms the linear Hamiltonian system (1.0.12) in R2” into the block diagonalized 

(")=(4 %.)(2), (1.0.14) 

where A = A+ BK is a stability matrix, 

transformation 

system 

A 

K = —U~'(B*P + R*) 

and @ is the matrix solution of the equation 

AQ + QA* = -U. 

The inverse of M is given by the formula 

_ Ly, r Mo = ( 5 »PO_ I ). (1.0.15) 

As a consequence of this diagonalization, Lukes [31] obtained the following theorem 

which restates the conclusions of Theorem 1.4 in a form which leads to a proof of 

Theorem 1.2 by a perturbation analysis. 

10



Theorem 1.6 For the linear Hamiltonian system (1.0.12) in R?” there is a linear 

n-dimensional invariant manifold in which the origin is asymptotically stable. The 

manifold is described by the equation p = 2Pzx, where P is the unique positive 

definite symmetric solution of the matrix equation (1.0.7). Moreover, this manifold 

generates the optimal feedback control for the linear problem of Theorem 1.4. That 

is, if we define p(x) = 2Px, then 

I . 
A(z, p(x) = —5U' (2R°w + B*p(z)) = UR + BP)e= Ke (1.0.16) 

is the optimal control. 

The motion in the manifold projects as the optimal closed-loop motion; that is for 

any trajectory ( rin in the manifold, x = (A+ BK)s. 

It is the extension of the decoupling process carrying (1.0.12) into (1.0.14) which 

provides the key to the result of Theorem 1.2 for nonlinear nonquadratic problems. 

Let the function w(z, p) be defined in Lemma 1.5 and in terms of the given functions 

F(z,u) and G(z,u) in Theorem 1.2. We select the Hamiltonian 

H(z, p) = p’F (zx, a(z, p)) + G(z, a(z, p)) 

and analyze the corresponding system of canonical differential equations by using 

(1.0.11), 

OH * 
tC >= (Se te.r)] ’ 

11



which can be rewritten as 

i = F(z,%), 

p= -|(Fea) + (Few) |, (1.0.17) 

because t(z, p) satisfies (1.0.11). 

By collecting the linear terms we have 

(=)=(%, 4) (z)+r(2). (1.0.18) 

where 

. ( x _ ; Bh(x,p) + f(x, %) 

P 2 |Rh(x,p) + gx(x,&) + fo(a,t)p] 

By (1.0.13) the change of variables ( } = M ( 5 transforms the system into 

B)-(ES)()om(3) oa 
where 

The following general theorem is a classical result, proved, e.g., in [12], [31]: 

12



Theorem 1.7 (Stable Manifold Theorem) Consider a system 

€ = F(é), 

F is of class C* in R?™and F(0) =0. With & = ( 4 ), dimy = n and dimg = n, 

we assume this system takes the form 

(2)=(4 2) (2) + (He). 
assume that A, and — Az are stability matrices. Then there is a real n-dimensional 

invariant manifold S in which the origin is asymptotically stable. That is, if the 

manifold S is described by q = ®(y), ®(y) = o(|ly|]) as |ly|| —> 0, such that S$ 

is invariant under the system é = F(E€), and all solutions €(t) initiating at points 

_ Yo +o 
    

sufficiently small tend to 0 as t —> oo. 

Since the Hamiltonian system (1.0.17) takes the form (1.0.19) by collecting the linear 

terms and changing of variables we obtain 

Ci) =(0 ae) )+(REG)) Goa 
where A= A+BK, K = —U~'(B*P + R*) and P is the unique positive definite 

symmetric solution of the matrix equation (1.0.7). Since A is a stability matrix, 

that is, A has all eigenvalues with negative real parts, then — A* has all eigenvalues 

with positive real parts. Following Lukes, we apply the stable manifold theorem to 

the system (1.0.20) in the variables (y,q). As a consequence there exists a function 

W such that gq = V(y) describes the real n - dimensional invariant manifold S for 

13



(1.0.20) in which the origin of in R2" is asymptotically stable. 

Since ( 4 = M ( » ) where M is given in (1.0.13), and M~" is given in (1.0.15) 

we have 

p=2Py4+(2PQ—I,)V(y), and y= (1, — 2QP)x + Qp. 

Then there exists a function ® such that p = (zx), and p(t) = ®(x(t)) —> 0 as 

t — + oo. The optimal control (1.0.16) thus takes the following form: 

a(#) = a(4, p(4)) = ~U" (2R"i + B*O(4)) + h(8), (1.0.21) 

and the closed loop system is 

B>
- ] = F (2, -SU“QR"4 + B*O(é)) + M(4)) 

For initial states (0) = xo sufficiently close to 0, we will have limy_,.. £(t) = 0. 

Our first objective in this thesis will be to extend the above results to the general 

finite dimensional discrete control system 

Ceo1 = F(xp, uz), &k=O0,1,2,... (1.0.22) 

with F(0,0) = 0 and a cost functional of the form 

J = S>G(24, ux), (1.0.23) 

14



with 

F (ay, ug) = Arg + Buy + f(x, Ue), k=0,1,2,..., (1.0.24) 

»~ «(WR 
G(r, Ug) = (25, UZ) ( R* U ( - + g(t, Ug), k =0,1,2,.... (1.0.25) 

We will proceed in a manner parallel to Lukes treatment of nonlinear differential 

systems near the origin as we have described above. In later chapters we will study 

a nonautonomous system of a particular type — the periodic system 

g = F(t,z,u) 

and a cost function 

J= [ G(t, x, u) dt, 

with 

F(t+T,2,u) = F(t,z,u), 

G(t+T,x,u) = G(t,z,u), 

as an application of the results we obtain for (1.0.22) - (1.0.25). These results will 

depend on our being able to generate corresponding versions of the stable manifold 

theorem for use in these new situations. 
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Chapter 2 

Optimal Control of General Finite 

Dimensional Discrete Systems 

Near an Equilibrium Point 

2.1 Necessary Conditions for Optimal Control 

of General Finite Dimensional Discrete Sys- 

tems; Solution by Decoupling in the Linear 

Case 

Let us consider a general discrete (recursion) control system with state x = {x,} € 

R” and control u = {uz} € R”: 

Leg. = Fre, uz), &K=0,1,2,..., (2.1.1) 

and a corresponding cost function, depending on the initial state xg and the applied 

control sequence u = {ux}, 

J(x9,u) = >> Gag, ux). (2.1.2) 
k=0 

We assume that the origin is an equilibrium point of F(z,u), and F: R"*™ > R” 

16



and G: R™t™ — R are at least twice continuously differentiable in some region 

containing the origin in R"*™ with 

dG aG 
F(0,0) = 0, G(0,0) = 0, 5-(0,0) = 0, 5*(0,0) =0. 

Then F(z,u) and G(x,u) can be represented in the form 

F (xx, ux) = Az, + Bug + f(xx, uk), k =0,1,2,..., (2.1.3) 

G( = (atjut)(  *\[ k = 0,1,2 2.1.4 Lp, Ux) _— Le Uk R* U Ub + g(r, Uk), — Vs4s | oi. ) 

where 

OF OF 
A=— B= — 5 (0:0), B= 50,0), 

and A, B, W, U and R are real matrices and f(z,u) and g(z,u) are higher order 

terms, and in addition to the conditions 

Og Og f(0,0) =0, 9(0,0)=0, =2(0,0) =0, (0,0) =0, 

and 

Of _, Of _, Og _, 09 _ 50,0) =0, (0,0) =0, $4(0,0) =0, 54(0,0) =o. 

We assume that the matrix ( Md ; > 0 and that (2.1.1) is discrete stabilizable 

near zr = 0, u=0. That is, there is an mXn matrix K such that the matrix A+ BK 

is a discrete stability matrix, all of its eigenvalues have modulus less than one. We 

also assume that A — BU~'R* is a nonsingular matrix. We seek an m-dimensional 

vector feedback control function of the state x = {a,}, u = {u, = u(z,)}, which 

17



makes the cost function (2.1.2) as small as possible for all initial states xo near the 

origin in R” and such that the origin is asymptotically stable. 

Let us define admissible open loop controls as follows 

Definition 2.1 An admissible open loop control u = {ux}, for a given initial state 

Lo, 1s a control such that 

1. lim ||ug|] = 0; 
k—00 

2. if x = {x} is the solution with zo as given, corresponding to the control 

u = {u,}, then jim \|zx|| = 0; 

oo 

8. Y> G(x, UK) < co. 
k=O 

Also we need the following definition. 

Definition 2.2 A discrete stabilizing feedback control 1 = {tx}, 

dy = KE,4+h(2,), & = 0,1,2,..., 

is called optimal for the process (2.1.1) with respect to the cost function (2.1.2) if 

for every discrete stabilizing feedback control u = {ux}, 

UE = Kx, + h(xxz), k= 0,1,2,... 5 

there exists a neighborhood N,, of the origin in R” such that for xo € Nu, 

J(xo, tu) < J(zo, u). 

18



Let us begin by looking at this problem from a variational point of view. We assume 

that @ = {t,}, ¢ = {Z,} form an optimal control trajectory pair. We consider a 

small variation about the optimal control 

Lr
 

= {t, = ty + bug, k=0,1,2,...,} 

and we let 

E= {fp = 7,4 Sry, k=0,1,2,...,} 

be the corresponding variation in the optimal trajectory. Since 

Teg1 = F( fp, Uy) = Foye + bx, ty + bug) 

= F(a, 0) + on (ee. Up )Ox, + on (ee uz)ou, + (higher order terms), 
x u 

for k = 0,1,2,..., we have the first order variational equation 

62p41 = Ap bry + By buy, &=0,1,2,..., (2.1.5) 

where 

Ax = oe (east) and B, = oe (aarti) 

and 

6z9 = 0 

19



because To = Lo, %o = Lo and FT = Io + bxq. Since the cost function takes the form 

2, Lj, Ux) = Yo Gla + Best + 5) 

oo OG . 
2 |G (Zz, tr) oo (a, tO + Fu a(x, ty)buz + (higher order terms) | , 

and since the minimum cost J = yo, G( Eq, ty) and J = J +6J, the corresponding 

variation in the cost to the first order is 

0G 
6J = y se (Zp, Uy) dx, + Fay thr ta Ou ‘ (2.1.6) 

Then a necessary condition for optimality is that 6J = 0 for all possible variations 

é6u = {6u,} and éx = {éz,} satisfying 

O0p4, = Apdzry, + Byduzp, k= 0,1,2,..., 

6X0 = 0, 

lim ézyj = 0. 
N- oo 

We introduce the adjoint equation 

OF. , », 0G... 
Prk+1 By (ok tk) — Pk + 57 (tks te) = 0, k=0,1,2,..., (2.1.7) 

where {p,} are vectors in R”. Then by substituting (2.1.7) and (2.1.5) into (2.1.6) 

6J becomes 

6J = y (—pet1” Ax + pe” )dry + Foley ie) bu 
k=0 

a 0G 
= > —Proi Olp41 + pe 62K) + S [pus By, dug + Py (ber ta )oua| 

k=0 k=0 
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Since 6x9 = 0 and ézry — 0, as N — ov, we have 

CO 

So (=pegr Or K44 + py" bzr,) 
k=0 

N 

= lim So (peg OrK41 + Pr OLk) = lim (—pn4162N41) = 0, 
N-+0o k=0 Noo 

if {p,} are bounded, in particular if, ||py|| > 0, as N — oo. Hence we have 

oe OF. .. OG. . 
6J = Pk+1 By (eer te) + Be (Fe the) dug. (2.1.8) 

Now {6ux} are independent, so we obtain the necessary condition: 

OF. , OG. 
Pri” (4k, te) + Fy (ee Ue) = 0, k=0,1,2,.... (2.1.9) 

If we define a function H as 

OF OG 
H(p, x, u) = pa (2, 4) + au u), 

then 

H (peri, tp, Up) = 0, 

oH - OF .. @G. . 
Hy Pet Ths te) = Pk+1 Daz (te te) + aw (Tp, Ue).   

Hence we have 

71(0,0,0) = 0, 

oH PG 
5, (0, 0,0) = = 5(0,0) = 2U > 0, 
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by the implicit function theorem [18], in a neighborhood of the origin in R?” there 

exists a continuously differentiable function K such that tw, is given by the control 

law 

tk = K(k, Pei), k=0,1,2,.... (2.1.10) 

The state / adjoint system then takes the form 

Lay = F(&,, K(x, Pesi)), k= 0, 1,2, sey 

0G ,, A 
Prot Ak — Pe + Do (bk K (Sky Pett) =0, k=0,1,2,.... (2.1.11) 

From (2.1.4) the partial derivatives of G respect to u and z at (Zx, tx), respectively, 

are 

OG... naw f RB Og,. . . 
By (eee Ue) = 2(£, , Uk ) ( U + ( ks Uk); k=0,1,2,..., (2.1.12) 

OG. ae ax W Og... ‘ Bz (ek Ue) = 2(2,", te I(t + 5 (ent ), k=0,1,2,.... (2.1.13) 

Substituting (2.1.12) into (2.1.9), the control law yields 

* ak A Ok Og a a 
Pray Bet 22,7 R+ 20,"U + By be Ue) =0, k=0,1,2,.... (2.1.14) 

u 

Thus the optimal control can be expressed to the first order term and plus the higher 

order term in the form 

Uk = K (Zk, Presi) = —5U "(Bivens +2R Ex) + h( Xx, P41), k= 0, 1, 2, try 

(2.1.15) 
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where we define h(x, p), the higher order term, as 

1 4d . A(2,p) = —5U" 5" (#, K(2,p)) 

which has lowest term of degree two. If we substitute (2.1.13) into the adjoint 

equation (2.1.7), we have 

. . » , WF pn ns 
Ajpka1 — Pe + 2Wi, + 2RO, + an (Z,,tn) =0, k=0,1,2,.... (2.1.16) 

By using (2.1.15) for a, and defining 

Og, 4 . 
r(z,p) = B (a, (2,p))" + 2RA(z, p), 

the adjoint equation (2.1.16) takes the form 

(Aj — RU7! BE) pear — pe + 2(W ~ RU" R*)Z, 4+ 7(€x, peg) =9, = 0,1,2,..., 

where r(x, P41) has lowest terms of second degree. Then the general discrete 

control system (2.1.1) with function F(xz,u) can be written as in (2.1.3) takes the 

following form by using (2.1.15): 

. “4 pee Ld pe . 
Engi = (A— BU R*)&, — gBU * Bypetr +7 5(Eks Pett) 

where 

1 5(Zk, Prot) = Bh(ex, peor) + f (Le, K (Ex, Pesr)) 
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includes all higher order terms. Hence the state / adjoint system has the form 

. -tpe\. | pyy-1 px . 
Lea. = (A — BU 'R Ep _ yg BU "Br pay + r (Ze, Perr), (2.1.17) 

k =0,1,2,..., 

(At — RU~" BS) pea — py + 2(W — RU-'R*) G4 + (Se, Peas) = 0, (2.1.18) 

k=0,1,2,.... 

In order to provide a background for this nonlinear problem let us consider the 

special case wherein (2.1.3) reduces to the linear vector recursion equation 

Ceo = Agty t+ Byuy, k= 0,1,2,...,N —1, (2.1.19) 

while the cost is just the quadratic functional 

N= W,. R, x 
I(r, Uo, Uy,-.-,UN-1) = D> (xy", Us") ( Ri U; ( ‘ ) #en"Wrew. (2.1.20) 

k=0 Uk 

wherein, as before, we assume the matrices 

_({ We Re _ w= (Re ih) =o k-0,1,2,...,N—1. (2.1.21) 

Then from a variational point of view (cf. (2.1.5) - (2.1.15)), the adjoint equation 

and final condition for the linear case have the following form (cf. (2.1.7)), 

A 

Ax” Peat — Pk + 2(Wy Ry) ( a —0, k=0,1,2,...,N—1, (2.1.22) 

PN = 2Wnen, (2.1.23) 
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and the necessary condition for optimality gives us (cf. (2.1.15)) 

] 
tb, = UK (2R,*f4 4+ Be Pei), &=0,1,2,...,N—1. (2.1.24) 

Now we study the same problem from the point of view of dynamic programming 

[17], [6]. 

It is clear that the optimal cost should be a quadratic form in 29 ; call it 29* Pozo. 

At each later stage, once u,z has been fixed, the remaining cost after k steps is 

oe ay (Wi Ri Ly . I (©k41, Ukets---5UN—-1) = >> (27, u7) Rr U; +2y"Wyern, (2.1.25) 
l=k+1 Ul 

the minimal value of which will take the form 2441* Py4i2441. When & = N —1 we 

will have Py = Ww. 

Let the minimizing control sequence be {t%, k = 0,1,2,...,N —1}. The principle 

of optimality [7] then shows that the subsequence minimizing (2.1.25) is just {%, J = 

k+1,...,N—1}. At each stage we have 

Uk 

* eo W, Re 
ry,” Px, = nin | (x UK) ( Re U, ( vk + Up4y Paties (2.1.26) 

where in (2.1.19) applies to give the dependence of x44; on zz and ux. The condition 

that the optimal control «%, should realize the indicated minimum, assuming the 

optimal strategy has been pursued to yield the optimal Zx, is 

0 a Ok * WwW R L a * a 
> {(é ,U ( Ry U, ( wk + (Apts + Bru)” Pegi (Apt, + Bru) | 
Ou Uu 

  

uti, 
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or 

A * A x Ry ‘ “a “ 2 

2(2,7, Ue \( U, + 2( Age, + Betty)” Pepi Be = 9, 

giving 

Uk = —(U;, + By* Pry Be) ' (Ry + By" Pear Ax )&x = Ky&q. 

Thus the optimal z, and ty, satisfy 

Lk = (Ay + Bek, )Ex, k=0,1,2,...,N—1, 

iy, = Kee, k=0,1,2,...,N—1, 

with K, defined by (2.1.27). Then by using (2.1.26), we have 

(2.1.27) 

(2.1.28) 

PBR = W,+ RA, + Kk; Ry + KU, BK, + (Ay + BiK x)” Peyi (Ag + B,Kx), 

k=0,1,2,...,N-— 

Py = Ww. 

1, (2.1.29) 

The question now is to reconcile the expression (2.1.24) with (2.1.27). We rewrite 

(2.1.27) in the form 

(U, + Br” Pri Be) tt, = —( Re” + Be™ Pei Ar) Ze, 

or 

Opty = —[Be* Pegi (Better + Agte) + Re*Ze] , 
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so that 

tip = —U,7! (Rafe + Br* Pri tear) - (2.1.30) 

Formula (2.1.30), along with (2.1.27), yields the useful identity 

Kf, = —U,7' (Re Eu + Bu* Prar ey.) - (2.1.31) 

Comparison of (2.1.24) with (2.1.30) suggests that we should have 

Pr = 2P. 2%, k=0,1,2,...,N. (2.1.32) 

This agrees with (2.1.29), (2.1.22) and (2.1.23) as far as the case k = N is concerned. 

There remains now the question of the consistency of the equations (2.1.29), (2.1.22) 

and (2.1.23) and the relationship (2.1.32). Substituting (2.1.30) and (2.1.32) into 

(2.1.22) and dividing by two we have 

Lk 
An” Pepi tag — Prt, + (We Re) ( Uy ( Rye + But Peay Fea1) =. (2.1.33) 

We multiply this relationship, (2.1.33), on the left by 2;,", we get: 

Ey” Ag” Peay (Ag + By, Kye — Lp Pty + Ly WZ iy 

—£," RU, '( Ry" 4 + Bue Petites) = 0, (2.1.34) 

and then by adding some terms, this equation becomes, 

Ep (Ag + BeKu)* Pegi(An + Bek p)iE — 2p" PeEq + Ee"Wetp + Ze Re Knee 

+E KER Ep + En” KZU Key — fn° RUG (Re En + Be* Pegi Ee41) 
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—2. AEB Pea teay _ tp ReK EL _ EE KF Rg Ly, _ Lp KZUL Kyte = (). 

Using the equivalent forms (2.1.30) and (2.1.31) of K,2%, we verify that the last five 

terms of the above equation add to zero. Then we have 

Ey” (Ag + Beh g)* Pear (Axg + Be Kx) 

—Py + Wy t+ Ry Ky + KAR” + KtU, Ky] dn = 0, 

which is then seen to be the same as (2.1.29) multiplied on the left by 2,” and on 

the right by ,, and we conclude that (2.1.29), (2.1.22), (2.1.23) and (2.1.32) are, 

indeed, consistent. Up to this point all of this is standard (cf. [2], [6], e.g.). 

But now let us proceed to interpret all of this in terms of decoupling, stable mani- 

folds, etc., which does not appear to be developed in the existing literature. Let us 

note that the coupled state / adjoint equation system is, after substituting (2.1.24) 

into (2.1.19), (2.1.22), 

. -1p+*\« 1 Ips 51: 
Ley = (Ax — BU, "R, ) ae — 5 Pre "By Pk+1> (2.1.35) 

k=0,1,2,...,N—1, 

(Ax” — RU," By”) Pkt — Pk +2 (W, — R,Ug-* Rx") ty =0, (2.1.36) 

k=0,1,2,...,N—1. 

In this system we make the transformation 

Pk+1 = gear + 2Preai legs, k=0,1,2,... ,N —1. (2.1.37) 
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From the definition (2.1.27) of K;,, or from (2.1.31), one may verify the relationship 

Ky, = —Ug"" [Ra + By” Pegi (Ap + BeKy)), &=0,1,2,...,N—1. (2.1.38) 

Let us suppose that the equation (2.1.35) transforms under (2.1.37) into an equation 

Expy = (Ag + BeKy) Ex + Vides, &=0,1,2,...,N—1. (2.1.39) 

If that is the case, then (2.1.37) takes the form 

Peta = Ghar + 2Peqi [(An + Beka len + Vegesil, &=0,1,2,...,N—1. (2.1.40) 

Substituting the right hand side of (2.1.40) for p,4; into (2.1.35) we have 

Begt = (Ae— Be Rees 

— 5 Bale" Be" [Un + 2Prai Viger + 2Pe41( An + Be Ke) ee] 

— [Ai — BU! Ry” — BrUn7' But Peaa(An + BK) Ly, 

— 5 BaUa” Be (ln + 2P rai Vi)anes 

— { Ak — BU! [Re* + Be Proi(Ag + Bi Ky)|} Lk 

] 
— 5 BeUn* Be” In + 2P oa Vie) Qe41- 

Then, from (2.1.38) 

. . 1 -1p* Baer = (Act BeKe)be — 5BiUe Be (In + 2Pas Vedder: (2.1.41) 
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Equation (2.1.41) agrees with (2.1.39) just in case, as we now specify, 

ft —1 * —1 —1 * 

Vie = —5 (J, + BU. By Pass) BU; By”. 

Now substituting (2.1.37) for p,, (2.1.40) for pez into (2.1.36) we have 

(Ag* — ReUg* But) {quay + 2Proi[(An + Beg )on + Vegesil} 

—(q, + 2Ppk,) + 2(W;, — RU," Ry*)£x = 0, 

or 

(Ay” — RU," Be*) dea. — de + 2(We — ReUE Re” — Pr) dx 

+2(A,” — RU," Bg”) Prat [(Ax + B,K,)z + Viede+1| = 0. 

Using 2.1.38 —R,U,7! -— KF+ (A; + BK, *Pray B,U,7', (2.1.44) yields k 

Ax” + KB," + (Ag+ Be Kx)” Pray BU, By" | dk+1 — Wk 

+2 (Wy — Ryo" Ry” — Pr) &4 + [Ag + KEBR 

+(Ag + Be Ke)* Peo BeUp | By") Pras [(Ag + BeKu)te + Vegesi] = 0. 

After rearranging (2.1.45) we have 

(Ay + BeK)*qn41 — an + 2[W, — RU, Ri” — Ph 

+(Ag + Be Kg)*Un + Pear BeUg* By) Posi (Ag + Be Ky) 2x 

(2.1.42) 

(2.1.43) 

(2.1.44) 

(2.1.45) 

(2.1.46) 

4+2(Ax + BeKu)*[Un + Peta BeUe | Ba*) PeaVe + 4 Peo BeUe' Be*]qn41 = 9. 
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Let us look at the coefficient of qx41 in (2.1.46) first: 

Cn + Pryr BeUe | Bu”) Pear Ve + 4 Ph Brun Br” 

= Prail(n + BeUe' Bu* Pasa) Vi + $BeUK-* By"). (2.1.47) 

Using (2.1.42), (2.1.47) equals zero. The coefficient of 2Z,* in (2.1.46) is 

(Ay + Be Ky)*Un + Prot BeUn* Ba”) Pear (An + Be Ky) 

+W, — RU, 1 R,* — Py 

= (Ay + By Ky)* Payy(Ag t+ Be Ky) + Wi — ReU, TR,” — Py 

+(A; + By Ky)* Prat BU, Bye Pasa (Ag + B, Ky). (2.1.48) 

After substituting (2.1.29) for P, into this equation, (2.1.48) becomes: 

—R,K, - KR — KU, K — R,U;,.7' Ry” 

+(A; + By Ky)* Prat BU Bu* Pear (Ag + B,K;,). (2.1.49) 

From (2.1.38) we see that B,* Py4i(A, + B, Ky) = —U;,K, — R,* and substitute this 

into (2.1.49), we get, 

—R, Ky, — KER,” — KZU, Ky — RU Ry + (Re + KEUR)UR (Un Ke + Ri”), 

which must also equal zero. Therefore, (2.1.46), or (2.1.36) with (2.1.37), gives us 

(Ay + BK gy" Qte41 — q, = 0. (2.1.50) 
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Combining (2.1.39) and (2.1.50), we see that we have the system 

Ley = (A; + By, Ky) ie + Vic kat k= 0, 1,2, toe ,N ~ I, (2.1.51) 

(Ax + By, Kg) dba — qk = 0, k= 0, 1,2,. os ,N _— l, (2.1.52) 

with V; given by (2.1.42), in which the second equation is decoupled from the first 

equation. This system admits the special class of solutions for which q, = 0 and 

(2.1.37) and (2.1.39) agree with (2.1.32) and (2.1.28) for this special class of solu- 

tions, which coincide with the optimal solutions for the originally posed problem. 

An important special case occurs when the matrices A,, By, W, of the original 

problem are constant matrices, A, B, W, and we let N in (2.1.19), (2.1.20) tend to 

oo. In this case the optimal control law takes the form (cf. (2.1.27)) 

ti, = —(U + B*PB)"'(R* + B*PA)&, = Ka, (2.1.53) 

where P is the unique symmetric positive definite solution of 

P=W+RK+K*R*4+K°UK +(A+ BK)*P(A+ BK) (2.1.54) 

with K as in (2.1.53). The resulting optimal closed loop system then takes the form 

fig = (A+ BK)&,, k =0,1,2,.... (2.1.55) 

It is readily established, via the discrete Liapounov theory [11], that the closed loop 

matrix A+ BK is a discrete stability matrix, 1.e., all of its eigenvalues have moduli 

less than unity. Granting our present assumptions, to the effect that A — BU~! R* 
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is nonsingular, the matrix A+ BK is nonsingular which we will prove as follows. 

Lemma 2.3 Assume the matrices A, B, U and R are such that the matriz 

A — BU'R* is nonsingular. Then the optimal feedback matrix K is such that 

the matrix A+ BK 1s nonsingular. 

Proof. Suppose that the matrix A+ BK is singular. Then there is a non-zero 

vector Zq such that 

Therefore, the optimal trajectory and control starting at 29 must be such that 

&, = (A+ BK)*29 =0, k =1,2,3,... , 

up = Ktpy=0, k= 1,2,3,.... 

In particular, 

Ly = AZo + Bio = 0. (2.1.56) 

From the principle of optimality, t) must minimize 

(x7, aus ( re ( a, + &*P%, = x9"W29 + 2x9" Rig + RU + BPA 

subject to the condition £4; = Arp + Btp. Hence 

0 
Dun (xo"W ao + 229" Rug + ugU up + (Azo + Buo)*P(Azo + Buo))| — 0). 

0 
uo =to 
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Therefore, 

229° R+ 205U + 2(Axo + Btio)*PB = 0, 

by using (2.1.56) the above equation yields 

2r9"R+ 20jU = 0, 

which implies 

iio = U7! R* 2x0, 

hence we have 

0= 2, =(A— BU 'R*)zo0. 

Since rg # 0, then A— BU~'R* is singular, this is a contradiction to the assumption 

that A — BU! R* is nonsingular. Then it follows that the matrix A+ BK must be 

nonsingular if A— BU~'R* is nonsingular. 

The state / adjoint system (cf. (2.1.1) and (2.1.18)) now takes the form 

1 
tpg. = (A— BU' RR"), — 5 BUT B Pes, k=0,1,2,..., (2.1.57) 

(A* — RU B*)pea, — pe + 2(W — RU R*)%, = 0, k =0,1,2,... . (2.1.58) 

The same calculations as above in the time varying case show that the transforma 

tion 

p=q+2Pz, (2.1.59) 
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decouples this system to one of the form (cf. (2.1.51), (2.1.52)) 

Sip = (A+ BK )#,+V [A+ BK)"] qa, &=0,1,2,... 

devi = (A+ BK] qx, & =0,1,2,..., 

or 

fini \) [ A+ BK V{[(A+ BK) / Lk 

deta J 0 [(A+ BK) Vk 

with (cf. (2.1.42)) 

1 _ 
V = —5 (In + BU'B"P) * BU71B*, 

and Jy is a solution of the following equation (cf. (2.1.38)): 

K = —U7'[R* + B*P(A+ BK)], k=0,1,2,...,N —1, 

or, equivalently, K is defined as in (2.1.53), i.e., 

K = —(U+ B*PB)' (R* + B*PA). 

(2.1.60) 

(2.1.61) 

(2.1.62) 

(2.1.63) 

(2.1.64) 

(2.1.65) 

As already indicated, the matrix A+ BK is nonsingular and has eigenvalues with 

moduli less than one; correspondingly, (A + BK)7! exists and has eigenvalues with 

moduli greater than one. The stable subspace (manifold) in this case is just given 

by g = 0, corresponding to p = 2Pz in the original x, p coordinates. 

Theorem 2.4 (Linear Discrete System) For the linear discrete system with 
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x= {x,} and u = {ux} is a control and trajectory pair, 

Lea = Ax, + Buz, k=0,1,2,..., 

with cost function 

ros Geom (E #)(2) 
the unique optimal control i = {tu,} is given by 

(2) = K&,, k =0,1,2,..., <>
 

Ca
 || >
 

where 

K =—(U + B*PB)"(R* + B*PA). 

(2.1.66) 

(2.1.67) 

Here P > 0 ts the unique positive definite symmetric solution of the matrix equation, 

P=W+RK+4K*R* + K*UK +(A+ BK)*P(A+ BK). 

Moreover, the minimal cost 

J (x0) = Lo Pro. 

(2.1.68) 

We have already shown, prior to the statement of this theorem, that the control 

ii, = Ki, stisfies the necessary conditions (2.1.19) - (2.1.24). The optimality and 

uniqueness will be proved later in this chapter. 

Recall that for our original nonlinear problem we have the optimal control a = {t,} 
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(cf. (2.1.15)) 

a | . * A 
tp = —5U" (2R°E;, + B* peri) + h(x, Pegi), k = 0,1,2,...; (2.1.69) 

where x, px satisfy the state / adjoint system (cf. (2.1.17) and (2.1.18)) 

. -~ip*e\. | pyy-1 pe . 
Ley = (A _ BU 1R ip —_ 3 BU 1B Pk+i + r t(Lk, Desi), 

k=0,1,2,..., 

(A* —_ Ru" B*) pes — PEK + 2(W _ Ru"! R*)z, + r(2p5 Peo) = 0, 

k=0,1,2,.... 

If we make the same transformation (2.1.59), p= q +2Pz, then the state / adjoint 

system (cf. (2.1.60) and (2.1.61)) has the form 

fry = (A+BK)%,+V (A+ BK)"] get filen, an); (2.1.70) 

k =0,1,2,..., 

qe = (A+ BK) ]" qe + faléesan), &=0,1,2,..., (2.1.71) 

where V is as same as in (2.1.63) and f,(z,q), fo(z,q) are higher order terms and 

continuously differentiable in some neighborhood of the origin in R?”. We will see in 

subsequent sections that extension of the feedback law (2.1.53) to generate optimal 

controls and trajectories for nonlinear systems depends on being able to extend the 

decoupling already accomplished in the linear part of (2.1.70), (2.1.71) to a complete 

decoupling of that system valid in a neighborhood of the origin in R?”. 
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Example. For the nonlinear discrete system 

Teo = e"* —14+sin(u,), &=0,1,2,..., (2.1.72) 

we pose the problem, for a given Zo, 

min SI 1 — cos zx) + (1 — cos ux)], (2.1.73) 
{Uk} p= 

the admissible controls u = {u,} being those for which x = {xx}, rz, uz, tend to 0 

as k — oo and the cost function (2.1.73) is finite. 

This problem corresponds to (cf. (2.1.3), (2.1.4)) 

F(az,ug) = e** —1+sinug, k=0,1,2,..., (2.1.74) 

G(z,,Uux) = (1—cosz,)+(1—cosu,), k=0,1,2,.... (2.1.75) 

Then F'(0,0) = 0, and 

a=0, 0) =1, p= a, 0) =1, 

OG 1 10@G 1 0’G 

w= 3 Og? 08) = 2 U= 3 uz (929) = 2? R= 55.0.0) = °. 

Thus we have 

F(zp,ug) = tet+upt f(re, ur), &=0,1,2,..., (2.1.76) 

1 
G(xp, Up) = (xp, ug) ( 6 Y ( u, + (xx, ue), & =0,1,2,... (2.1.77) 

2 

where f(x,, uz) and g(x,, uz) represent the higher order terms. 
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In order to solve this problem we first need to set up the linearized system at the 

origin, which is 

Lk+d = XE + Ur, k=0,1,2,... 5 (2.1.78) 

and the cost function 

m
l
e
 )(z). k=0,1,2,..., (2.1.79) 

Uk O
n
i
 

G(x, Ux) = (xx, Us) ( 

for A= 1, B=1, W = 1/2, U = 1/2 and R = 0. Then the optimal control law 

(2.1.53) for this problem takes the form: 

  

  

l 7} 2P 
ly = —{-4+P Px, = —- r 2.1. Uk (5 + ) Lk 1 +2p ( 80) 

which corresponds to 

2P 
K=- , tf 142P 2.1.81 ‘=—Tyop Vf 1+2P £0, (2.1.81) 

where P is the unique symmetric positive definite solution of (cf. (2.1.54)) 

1 1. | 
Pastsk?+(1+KYP. (2.1.82) 

Substituting (2.1.81) into (2.1.82), we have 

1 1/ 2P \? 2P \? Pa-4+- _ ) P 
5 +5 (ssp) +( 142P) *? 
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(1 +2P) (1 +2P) (5-P) +P) = 0. 

Since 1 + 2P £0, this implies 

l 
(1+2P)(5-P)+P=0, or 4P?-2P—1=0, 

  

  

  

  

so that 

L+vV5 
P= v5 (2.1.83) 

4 

Therefore, the positive definite solution of (2.1.82) is 

1 5 paitvs (2.1.84) 
4 

When we substitute this into (2.1.81) we have 

1 — 
«aicve (2.1.85) 

2 

then the optimal control law is 

] — € i, = aan k =0,1,2,..., (2.1.86) 

so that the resulting optimal closed loop system of the linearized system (2.1.78) 

has the form: 

5, k=0,1,2,.... (2.1.87)   Lk+1 = 

(Note: [234 <1.) 
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The state / adjoint system of the linearized system of this problem now takes the 

form (cf. (2.1.57) and (2.1.58)). 

Lk+1 = Lk — Pkt; k=0,1,2,..., 

Prot — Pe +2, =0, &k=0,1,2,.... 

Then the transformation 

p=q+2Pz, 

decouples the system (2.1.88) to the form (cf. (2.1.60) and (2.1.61)) 

fear = (14+ K)@,+V(1+K) qe, &=0,1,2,... 

dk+1 = (1+ K)7"q, k=0,1,2,..., 

with (cf. (2.1.63)) 

  

  

  

  

l 3-5 
= —-~(142P)'2=-—- , 

" 5 + 2P) 2 

Substituting this into (2.1.89) we have 

3—V5 
Ley1 = Oi = ah, k=0,1,2,... 

So we have now the linearized system 

3—V95 
Tk = Vi — an k=0,1,2,..., 

34+ 75 
Qk+1 = 9 qk) k=0,1,2,..., 

4] 

(2.1.88) 

(2.1.89) 

(2.1.90) 

(2.1.91) 

(2.1.92)



or 

3-5 —| Lh ( ; wus) (2). k=0,1,2,.... (2.1.93) 
2 

Let 
Vk+1 

It remains to solve the rest (the nonlinear part) of this problem, for which (2.1.70), 

(2.1.71) are the following: 

A 3-JV5 . . 

Le+1 — 2 —l Ik fil&z, de) k=0.1.2 > 1.94 

Ci) ( 0 salt) (Ge) + (feee 1,2,.... (2.1.94) 

We will complete the analysis of this problem after we develop the optimal control 

theory for general nonlinear discrete systems. 
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2.2 The Stable Manifold Theorem for General 

Discrete Systems 

Since the state / adjoint system of the general nonlinear discrete system with its ad- 

joint equation can be assumed to have the following form (cf. (2.1.70) and (2.1.71)): 

Lk41 A C Lk Si(Zks dk) — . . , k=0,1,2,..., (2.2.1 
( Qk+1 ( 0 (A”)* ( Tk * ( S2(2k, UE) ( 

where fi(z,q), fo(,q) are the higher order terms and are continuously differentiable 

functions in some neighborhood of the origin in R?”, comparable to the differential 

equation case (1.0.20) on page 13. The matrix A = A+ BK is nonsingular and has 

all eigenvalues with modulus less than one; and (A71)* exists and has eigenvalues 

all with modulus greater than one. Our next task is to develop the stable manifold 

theorem for such nonlinear discrete systems. 

Theorem 2.5 (Stable Manifold Theorem for the Discrete System) 

Consider a system 

Exay = F(E,), k=0,1,2,... ) (2.2.2) 

with F of class C* in R” and F(0) =0. With € = {f}, & = ( ye ) dim y, = n 
k 

and dimz, =n, k = 0,1,2,..., we further assume that the system (2.2.2) has the 

form: 

Yer \  (f Ar C Yk filye, 2x) : | 

Ca) =( 0 a) (CE) + (hee) k=0,1,2,..., (2.2.3) 
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with A, having eigenvalues with modulus less than one, and Az eigenvalues with 

modulus greater than one and 

(0,0) = 0, 24 (0,0) =0, i=1,2. Of 

Oy 
  

f;(0, 0) = 0, 

Then there is an n-dimensional invariant manifold S of class C’ in which the origin 

is asymptotically stable. That is, if the manifold S is described, for ||y|| sufficiently 

small, by z = ®(y), ®(y) = of(|lyl|), as |ly|| — 0, then S is invariant under the 

system (2.2.2), and all solutions = {&,} initiating at points & = ( B(y0) ES, 

have the property (€j) — 0 as k — oo. 

Proof. For k = 0,1,2,..., if we set 

Ci )=(0 e)(E) pee 
where P > 0 is the unique solution of A;P — PA, + C = 0, then (2.2.3) will have 

the following form for all k: 

Nett) _ f In —P Ay C [, P me \ 4 i(k» Ck) 
Ck41 0 I, 0 Ax 0 In Ck ro(nk, 9) 

or 

Nk+1 A, 0 1k ri (1k, Ce) _ 2.2.5 
( Chet ( 0 A» ( Ck + ( r2(n, Ce) (2.2.5) 

where 11(7%, Ce), T2(7k, Ck) are also twice continuously differentiable functions of 

(e)f , as 
      

(ne, Cx) in some neighborhood of the origin in R*", and ri(ne, Ce) = O 

(™ ) +0812 
k 
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For small a € R” we seek a solution n(a) = {nz(a)}, C(a) = {¢,(a)} satisfying the 

conditions 

ne(a) \ 
iim ( C.(a) = 0, (2.2.6) 

No(a) = a. (2.2.7) 

To this end we consider the following equations: 

k-1 

mia) = Afat S> AT %ri(n;(a),G(a)), k=0,1,2,..., 
j=0 

G(a) = - Lar Ins(n;(a),¢;(a)), & =0,1,2,..., (2.2.8) 

and show that this system (2.2.8) is equivalent to (2.2.5), (2.2.6) and (2.2.7). 

First of all we need to prove that the system (2.2.8) has a solution. Since A; has 

all eigenvalues with modulus less than one and A, has all eigenvalues with modulus 

greater than one, there exist M,, M, > 0 and 0 <a, < 1,0 < a2 < 1, such that 

Atl] S$ Mraz and |JAz*|| < Mraz. 

Let us consider a space Z,, of sequences ( c, , &=0,1,2,... such that, with 
k 

max{ay,a2} <a <1, a fixed, 

In} = sup 

k= 0.12, 

< co. (2.2.9) 
          a 
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It is easy to see that with the norm || ||4, Zq is a Banach space. We define Z™ to 

        
be the subset of Z, consisting of sequences c such that c, < M for 

k k Jo 

some M > 0. Let Fy: Z, — Z, be defined by 

kt 

ik = Ajat DUAL? 1ri(nj,65), k= 0,1,2,..., 
j=0 

Ge = —Y AP ra(nj,Gj), k= 0,1,2,... (2.2.10) x 

(cf. (2.2.8)). We want to show for sufficiently small a and some M > 0 that F, 

maps Z™ into itself and is a contraction mapping in Z. Then by Banach’s Fixed 

- Point Theorem [18], there exists a unique fixed point me in Z™ which is 
k 

the desired solution of (2.2.8). 

To show that F, maps Z™ into itself for small M, M > 0, and small a, we need 

¢. < M, then Tk Ee Z™. ie., that 
k Ck 

< M, where é. is defined by F), in (2.2.10). 
k 

to show that if Tk EZ, ie., 
k 

Ck 

Let us fix M > 0. Since we can choose a very small, we assume |la|| = « < M/4™M,. 

        a 

    a 

From (2.2.10) we have 

tie blle = 
        

k-1 . 
Ae + SO APTI ri(n;, «| 

j=0 

        
    

= sup 
k=0,1,2, j= 

ko k-l k-1-j uMya a 
< sup | ae tL Me intact. (2.2.11) 

=U,1, 3=0 
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2 

— 0, by taking M sufficiently small we 

,j = 0,1,2,..., for Ee ZM, for 

c, 

,-.., we have 

3 — gal 13 —j 

(2 )| (2 Je 
( c or ¢, <@Ma’. (2.2.12) 

The inequality a; < a gives us a;/a < 1, and using (2.2.12), (2.2.11) yields 

, as Since 741(7;,¢5) = o|( Ii 

may assume that ||71(7;,¢5)|| <4 

    I
N
 
~
3
 

Qe
 

OF
 

      
any given €,; > 0. Thus for 7 = 0,1,2 

llri(ngs SAI <a 
            

< ae, sup 
k=0,1,2,...               

    

  

  
    

. Mok Fgh 
idle < sup |! — > My, Mo? 

k=0,1,2.,... L 

uMyok Mi Me & (ay,\*-1-3 -,  E k=0,1,2,... | © a H\a 
: Meal 1 (m 

= sup eae + MMe abt) 
k=0,1,2,... a a- a, 

M,Mea .M M,M < yM,+——t< 45 (2.2.13) 
a- ay 4 a-— ay, 

Assuming €, chosen less than (a — a,)/4Mj, (2.2.13) yields 

[L774 FIle <2 (2.2.14) 
~ 20 

similarly r2(n;,¢;) = ol( [oa (2 ( ‘| — 0. By taking M sufficiently small, 
j 

given any €2 > 0 we may assume that 

13 < e202 sup "Ik aw 
Gj k=0,1,2,... | \ Ck 

We TN < Mod, (2.2.15) 
Ck 

    

        
Ir2(n3, GIL << €2 

= €a/ 
        a 
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for é. Ee ZM. Since ay < a < 1, aga < 1 and using (2.2.15), (2.2.10) also gives 
k 

us 

    
{deblla = | ‘- » Az? ra(nj, «| 

a 

      
(- SAD ro(n;, co) a 

jak 
= sup 

k=0,1,2,... 

oo 

i+1—k ‘ke < sup >> MoaQ""eMa™ 
k=0,1,2,... j= 

MoMe, = ; 
= sup ae SY -(aga)tt* 

k=0,1,2.,... a j=k 

_ MyMegaz2 eM 

~~ J Haga 2’ 

  

(2.2.16) 

the last inequality of (2.2.16) following if we assume, as we may, that 

Mee2Q02 < i 

l—a,a” 2 
  

Combining this result (2.2.16) with (2.2.14) we see that for c. e Z™ we have 
k 

Ck 

To prove F, is a contraction mapping in Z™, we need to show that there exists 

<M, so that Fy: ZM@ > Z™. 
    a 

0 <y< 1 such that 

{Falmer Ce) — Falter G) Hla < “lt ( m _ ( i )} 
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for any c. \ ‘Ik e ZM. By the definition (2.2.10) of F, we have 
k Ck 

re ; 

. Ar” Irs (m5) — 1 (45,G)| 
Fa(nes Ck) — Falties Ge) = | 7S | ; ,k =0,1,2,.... 

-yar? [ro(ny. 63) ~ 72M, G)| 
jak 

(2.2.17) 

Since r, and rz are of class C*, by the Mean Value Theorem [18] in R?” there exist 

0<pe<ti=taand {(H ) be ZY such that 
Rs; 

(2) =o ( 2) +a-e( '). i=1,2, 7=0,1,2,..., G/; Gi j 

3
 

z 

and 

ri(ni,G;) — rit.) = Dril(Hj,G):) ( C — ( @ ) , t=1,2, 7 =0,1,2,..., 

(2.2.18) 

where Dr,((#;,¢;);) denotes the gradient of r; respect to n;, ¢; at ( i ). 2= 1,2. 

Let us take a 

a- ay 1 — aga 
d Lz < ———_.. 

2M,M’? “° “? ~ 9a,M,M 
  Li< 

Then since the r;(n,¢) are twice continuously differentiable with Dr;(0,0) = 0, we 

have for M small enough, and for {( Z Ee ZM, 
Ry; 

(2) feta (2) GT); Ce 

<L;Mo!) <L;M, i=1,2, j =0,1,2,... .(2.2.19) 
a 

< Lia sup 
k=0,1,2,...     | Dri((aj,G)s) < L; 

el) 
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Hence we have, 

         6) -ntanda] < Jornal |(®) - ()] (2)-(- ¢; G; 

< tia’ sup ||(™)—( 2 \]o 
(2-0) Ck Ck 

From (2.2.17) and using (2.2.20) we have 

  

IA
 L;Ma 

        

    

  

< L;Mad , 0=1,2, 7 =0,1,2,.... (2.2.20) 
a         

  
1 AS |ri(nj,G) — 13,6) | i 

  

  

= sup 
k-0,1,2,...     

k-1 

(Sat 4 Iri(n3, 63) — r1(i;,G) = 
j=9 

2 HHH(2)-(8)L 10,12... a Ck ¢ 

(2)-(2) Ck Ck a— a 

    
  LA

 (3) 
(2.2.21) 

  

  

IA
 

  

        

and 

| — OAT [ra(ngs G) — rats G)| 
jak a 

~ k= O12. » |(-24 Ay 4 lra(n, 63) — "1056 aw 

    

    

    

  

7 = oi 

< tatto|{(%)—(2 Mowe {Slee} 
_ L.M.M me \  { %k , oe ayitt* 

= MM Cm) (RYN ae {8 (ono     

00



L,M,May 

1 — ana 
(2.2.22) 

    (2) -(2)} 

L,M,M L2yM2Mayz 

Y= ( + ) , 
a-— ay 1 — aga 

    

Let 

  

Then y € (0,1) by the way we chose L, and Ly. Hence in Z™ we have 

[{Flnece) — Fans dop, <9] f(t) - (BJ 

when c. \ é € Z™. Therefore, F, is a contraction mapping in ZM, and we 
k k 

nk (@) conclude that (2.2.8) has a unique solution ((a) € Z™ for sufficiently small a. 
k 

? 

    a 

We now show that a solution of (2.2.8) provides a solution of (2.2.5), (2.2.6), (2.2.7), 

and vice versa. 

From (2.2.5) we have 

mea) = Arne-1(@) + 71 (Me-1(@), Ce-1(@)) 

= A, [Aine—2(@) + 71 (Me—2(@), Ce—2(@))] + 71 (Me-1(@), Cea (a)) 

= Afno(a) + AT 'ri(no(a), Go(a)) + ++: 

+Airy (Ne-2(a), C,-2(a)) + ry (Nk-1 (a), Ce—-1 (a)), 

5]



so that 

m:(a@) = At a+ sar 34 “1( ni(@), G;(a)), 
j=0 

by using (2.2.7). Also, from (2.2.5), we have 

G(a) = AY*,(a + Dar 'Iro(n;(a), G(a)); (2.2.23) 

multiplication of (2.2.23) by (AJ*)~! yields 

l-1 

C.(a) = (Az!)FG(a) — S> A ro(n;(a), G(a)). (2.2.24) 
j=h 

If we let 1 — oo, then 

Lar 'Ir9(nj(a), G(a)). 

Therefore, a solution of (2.2.5), (2.2.6) and (2.2.7) is a solution of (2.2.8). 

Conversely, from the first equation of (2.2.8), we have 

k : 

mesi(a) = Apttat d Ay ?r4(n;(a), G(a)) 

= A, |Ajat+ y At? 'ri(nj(a), G(@))| + 1 (ne(a), Ce(a)) 

= Aym(a) + r1(ne(@), Ce(@)) 

and 

No(a) = Aja =a.



From the second equation of (2.2.8), 

Cepi(a) = Dar "I ro(nj(a), (a) | + r2(me(a), Ce(a)) 

= Asti(a) + ro(me(@), Ce(a)), 

and 

k-1 ki; 

dim 4.(a) = Jim Aya + lim 2 Ay ' ry (nj(a), G(a)) = 

because Aj, has all eigenvalues with modulus less than one and ri(n;(a),¢;(a)) = 

o( n;(@) ), as ( n;(a) — 0. Since Asi is bounded for each fixed k, and 
¢j(@) ¢;(4) 

ro(n; = ni(a) ns(4) a mes small when 7 is e 2(n;(a),G(a)) = o( (a) ), as ( (a) 0, becomes small when 7 is large, 

then we have, 

Jim ¢e(¢) = - Jim Da ra(nj(@), Ga) = 
=k 

Hence, a solution of (2.2.8) in Z™ is a solution of (2.2.5), (2.2.6) and (2.2.7). Thus 

we see that (2.2.5), (2.2.6), (2.2.7) and (2.2.8) are equivalent. 

For k = 0, (2.2.8) gives us 

No(a) = 4a, 

Co(a) “Da 2(n; (a), (;(a)). (2.2.25) 

If we define 

W(a) = > Ay ?r2(n;(a), G(a)), (2.2.26) 

o3



then initial conditions of the form a = "lo have the property that 
(aia | (ul propey 

liMp 00 ( ne = 0. This defines a manifold ¢ = V(n). The continuous dif- 
k 

ferentiability of V(a) with respect to a for a near 0 follows from term by term 

differentiation of the right hand side of (2.2.26) together with (2.2.9) to establish 

the uniform convergence of the differentiated series. 

Next we show that the manifold Sp : ¢€ = is positive invariant. Suppose 

m(n0) | . , ne (No) that is a solution starting at to show that E So, 
Cx(o) 6 ( ) ( Ce(No) ° 

k = 0,1,2,..., we have to show that ¢,(mo) = W(ne(no)), & = 0,1,2,.... From 

(2.2.26): 

VY (7x(N0)) >» Az" “I r9(n5( me (M0) )s C5 (mK(M0) )), k= 0, I, 2, 7. (2.2.27) 

With: =j7+k,k =0,1,2,..., (2.2.27) has the form: 

VY(ne(no)) = Lar 7 ~«(ne(o)), G—& (me (M0) 

~ Zpem sean 

= Ci. (n0), 

so that Sp is positive invariant. Since 

m \  ( 1, —P Vk _ (mY (bP) (#), gana 
we have 

Nk = Ye — P2z, k=0,1,2,..., (2.2.28) 

04



then the equation describing Spo in the y, z vaviables becomes: 

z= WV(y— Pz). (2.2.29) 

Clearly (2.2.29) can be equivalently written as 

H(y,z) =z—WV(y— Pz) =0. 

Then 

OH ow 

and, since my — Pz)P is small for (y, z) near (0,0), by the implicit function theo- 

rem there exists a continuously differentiable function ® such that z = ®(y) gives us 

the manifold S. Since So is positive invariant for the system in the (7, ¢) variables, 

then S will be invariant for the same system expressed in the (y,z) variables and 

the theorem is proved. 

Corollary 2.6 (for the Analytic Case) The Stable Manifold Theorem for the 

Discrete System (Theorem 2.5) remains valid and the manifold S is analytic if ‘F 

of class C?’ is replaced by ‘F is an analytic function of & near the origin in R2”’. 

The proof follows from uniform convergence of (2.2.26) for a near 0 together with 

the standard result on analyticity of the uniform limit of analytic functions [31]. 
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2.3. The Application of the Stable Manifold The- 

orem to the State / Adjoint System for a 

General Discrete System 

Let us recall that the general nonlinear discrete system (2.1.1) with its adjoint 

equation can be written as (2.1.70) and (2.1.71) on page 37 by changing of variables 

and collecting the linear terms 

tia = (A+ BK)#,.4+V [(A+ BK) | ge + files a); (2.3.1) 

k=0,1,2,..., 

dus = \(A+BK)"| qe t folées qu), & =0,1,2,.... (2.3.2) 

Since the matrix A = A+ BK is nonsingular and has all eigenvalues with modulus 

less than one; then correspondingly, the inverse matrix A~! = (A+ BK)~! exists 

and has all eigenvalues with modulus greater than one. Applying the stable manifold 

theorem, Theorem 2.5, for the discrete system, there exists a function ® such that 

q = (zx), with (rz) = o(||z||) in the variables (Z,q), describes the n-dimensional 

invariant manifold S in which the origin is asymptotically stable. Solutions of the 

state / adjoint system (2.3.1) and (2.3.2) lying in S thus satisfy 

ing = (A+ BK)i,+ V[(A+ BK)"]” ©(&,) + fi(Gn, Oe), (2.3.3) 

k =0,1,2,..., 

dug = [(A+ BK)']” O(G,) + fold, O(Ge)), k= 0,1,2,--. (2.3.4) 
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where V is defined in (2.1.63) and K is defined in (2.1.64) or (2.1.65), ie., K is a 

solution of the following equation, 

K =—-U"'[R*+ B*P(A+ BK)}, (2.3.5) 

or equivalently, 

K = —(U+ B*PB)'(R* + B*PA). (2.3.6) 

From (2.1.59), p = ¢ +2Pzx, where P is the unique symmetric positive definite 

solution of (2.1.54); thus by using (2.3.3) and (2.3.4), we have 

Pri = Vet + 2P Te 

= 2P(A+ BK)a, + 2PV [(A+ BK)" ]” &(é,) 

+ |(A+ BK)" |" &(a,) + 2P fi (Gx, O(4x)) + fa(tx, O(4s)) 

= 2P(A+ BK), +(2PV + In) [(A + BK)7]” ®(4,) 

+2P fi (4, ®(£;)) + fo(te, O(%:)), 

= 2P(A+ BK )i,4+1rp(%x), 

w(éx), &=0,1,2,..., (2.3.7) 

where the remainder term r,(x) defined as, 

rp(x) = (2PV +J,) (A+ BK)] ®(x) + 2Pfi(x, O(x)) + fala, ®(z)), (2.3.8) 

of



satisfies r,(z) = o(||z||), as ||z|| — 0. From (2.1.69), the optimal control &@ = {t,} 

can be written as 

a 1 — A * A ‘ 
ur, = —5¥ "(QR*t,+ B* pes) + h(€e, pegi), &=0,1,2,.... (2.3.9) 

Substituting (2.3.7) for py41 into (2.3.9), we have 

l 
i, = —U7' (Rta, + B*P(A+ BK)#,) — 5U* Bry (4x) 

+h(Zx, 2P(A + BK )z, + Tp(Lx)) 

= —U'(R*4+ B*P(A+ BK))& 4 1u(Ze), (2.3.10) 

where r,,(z) = o(||z||), as ||z|| — 0, is a higher order term because it is defined as 

ry(x) = — SU" Br (2) + h(z,2P(A+ BK )x +1,(z)). (2.3.11) 

If we compare the coefficient of the linear term in (2.3.10) with (2.3.5), we have 

tin = Ky + ru(x). (2.3.12) 

Substituting (2.3.6) for K into the above equation, tu; has the following form: 

iy = —(U4+ B*PB)'(R" + B*PA) ix +ru(S,), &=0,1,2,.... (2.3.13) 

It is easy to see that the coefficient of the linear term of this nonlinear system is the 

same as in the linear discrete case (cf. (2.1.53)). The resulting optimal closed loop 

system then takes the form 

feq1 = (A+ BK)&n+7;(%x), k= 0,1,2,..., (2.3.14) 
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where we define r;(z) as 

ry(z) = Br, (x) 4+ f(z, (A+ BK)z4+7,(x)), (2.3.15) 

again a higher order term, that is rs(x) = o(||z]|), as |/z|| > 0. If the solution 

z= {z,} has initial states x9 € S, the n - dimensional invariant manifold, we will 

have limg sco ||Z4|| = 0 by the stable manifold theorem. Hence we have the nonlinear 

optimal feedback control (2.3.13) and the closed loop system (2.3.14) for the general 

discrete system. 

At this point we have shown only theoretically that the optimal control has the form 

ua = {ui,}, ut, = u(Z,). Using this method to solve for the higher term of % appears 

rather impractical. We will use a different method to solve our previous example 

later.



2.4 The Existence and Uniqueness of the Opti- 

mal Control for General Discrete Systems 

In this section we prove the existence and uniqueness of the optimal control of the 

discrete control system: 

Le41 = F(xz, Uk) = Ar, + Bu, + f (Xk, Uk) k =0,1,2,... (2.4.1) 

with cost function 

J(z9,u) = y G(rz, Ux) 

= y Cone ( re , ( , a) ; (2.4.2) 

where x = {z,} € R" and u = {ux} € R”, and A, B, W, U and R are real matrices 

and f(z,u) and g(x,u) are higher order terms as made precise earlier. We assume 

that F(z,u), G(z,u) are defined on some neighborhood of the origin in R"*™ and 

are at least of class C? there with 

aG aG 
F(0,0)=0, G(0,0) =0, 50,0) =0, 5-(0,0) =0. 

is a real symmetric positive definite matrix. 
W R 

R* U 
Also we assume that ( 

As in the differential equation case in Chapter 1, we consider the class of closed 

loop, i.e., feedback, controls for the discrete case which are of the form 

up = u(zy) = Kay +h(z,), &=0,1,2,..., (2.4.3) 
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where h(x) = o(||x||), as ||x|| > 0. The real matrices K are selected so that the 

matrix A+ BK should have all eigenvalues with modulus less than one. Then x = 0 

is a locally asymptotically stable critical point for the nonlinear system 

Crqi = F (xg, u(xe)) = (A+ BRK )x,4 Bh(ve)+f(re, u(re)), & = 0,1,2,.... (2.4.4) 

Our fundamental hypothesis here is that such matrix K does exist, i.e., that the lin- 

ear part of (2.4.1) is stabilizable. We refer to a control (2.4.3), with K as specified, 

as a discrete stabilizing control for the system (2.4.1). 

Theorem 2.7 For the discrete stabilizable control process (2.4.1) in R” with cost 

function (2.4.2), there exists an optimal discrete stabilizing feedback control u = 

{tip}. The optimal control solves the functional equation 

OJ. «6. OF. 0G. 
Bq tet) (te, u(Zx)) + Dy eer Wlee)) =0, k=0,1,2,..., (2.4.5) 

where we define J(x) = J(x,i(x)), if & = {&,}, & = {ty = t(¥,)}, are an optimal 

trajectory and control pair for the general discrete control system (2.4.1) and the 

cost function (2.4.2). J(xo) is the minimal cost for all xo near the origin and is 

unique in that: 

1. w= {t,} is the unique solution to (2.4.5); 

>
 2. 1 = {ti} is the unique optimal discrete stabilizing feedback control; 

3. 1 = {tz} synthesizes the unique optimal open-loop control. 
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Furthermore, 

ii, = Ki, + h(&,), & =0,1,2,..., 

where the linear part is given by matrices K and 

J(xo) = to" Pro + 7(20), 

here P > 0 depending upon only the matrices A, B, W, U, and R, and j(x) is a 

function of class C? with (x) = o(|\z||?), as |x|] > 0. 

We begin our proof of this theorem and the uniqueness of Theorem 2.4 on page 35 

with several lemmas. Let us define Px first as follows: 

Py = (A+ BK)*)"(W+ RK + KOR + KCUK)At BR), (2.4.6) 
k=0 

then Px > 0 since W + RK + K*R* + K*UK > 0, which follows directly from 

( W R 
RU > 0, and Px satisfies the matrix equation (2.1.54) on page 32, 

Py =W+RK4+ K*R* 4+ K*UK + (A+ BK)*PK(A+ BK). (2.4.7) 

Lemma 2.8 For each discrete stabilizing control u = {ux}, 

UE = u(r) = Kr, + h(xx), k= 0, 1,2, tee yg 

there exists a positive invariant neighborhood N,, of the origin in R” wherein the 
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associated cost function takes the form 

J (xo, {ux}) = Xo" Peto + J (20), (2.4.8) 

where Px is given by (2.4.6) and (x) is twice continuously differentiable with j(x) = 

o(||x||?), as ||x|| 2 0. In N, the functional equation 

J (F(xx, ue), {ue}jsx) — J (an, (ued jo,) + Glee, un) = 0, k= 0,1,2,..., (24.9) 

obtains. 

Proof. Let u = {ug}, 

up = (zy) = Ka, t+ h(xy), & =0,1,2,..., 

be a discrete stabilizing control for the general discrete control system (2.4.1) and 

the cost function (2.4.2) with the corresponding trajectory x = {x,}. If we define 

Nu = {rp : 24° PRE, < €} 

for sufficiently small « > 0, where Px is defined in (2.4.6), from (2.4.4) in N, we 

have 

teat” Prtig, = te"(A+ BK)* P(A + BK) xy 

+ (Bh(xx) + (xe, u(ze)))* P(A + BE )ay 

+2,°(A + BK)* Px (Bh(xx) + f(x, u(ze)) 

+(Bh(xg) + f(t, u(re)))” Pr (Bh(te) + f(ve,ulee))), (2.4.10) 
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for k = 0,1,2,.... By using (2.4.7) and defining the last three terms of (2.4.10) be 

f(xe), a function of z, of order higher than two, we obtain 

Lear Pres = ry’ Per, — LE (W +RK+K*R* + K*UK) Le + f (xk). (2.4.11) 

Since f(x) = o(||z|]?) as ||z|| — 0, and W + RK + K*R* + K*UK > 0, f (xx) is 

smaller than the quadratic term when zx; is small in (2.4.11), ie., 

a." (W+ RK + K*R* + K*UK) 2, — f(xy) > 0, &=0,1,2,..., 

hence (2.4.11) yields 

Cray Petey < ty Pray, &k=0,1,2,.... (2.4.12) 

Therefore, each solution of (2.4.4) initiating at 29 € N, remains in N,, 1.e., N, is 

invariant. It is easy to see that 

r,(%o) = (A+ BK)*zo + (higher terms), k =0,1,2,..., (2.4.13) 

and 

uz(to) = K(A+ BK)*xo + (higher terms), & =0,1,2,.... (2.4.14) 

Since u = {u, = Ka, + h(z;)} is a discrete stabilizing control, the matrix A+ BK 

has all eigenvalues with modulus less than one, hence there exists 0 < y < 1 and 

positive numbers C,, C2 and C3, such that for k = 0,1,2,..., we have 

l|ze(zo) |] < Cry*||aoll, 
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Ju(x0) |] < Cov" ||zoll, 

and 

|G(xx, u(xe))|| < C37 || zol?, 

for all ec = {x,}, 7, € N,, k =0,1,2,..., and hence 

oOo 

J(xo,u) = >> G(re, u(zK)) < 00. 
k=0 

By using (2.4.13) and (2.4.14) we see that, in N,, the cost function takes the form 

J (x0, u) = » G(xx, Uk) 

= S> [rg"Warg + ug Roxy, + 24" Ruy + up"U up + o(2e, Ue)| 
k=0 

= 29" pb ((A+ BK)*)" (W + RK + K*R* + K*UK) (A+ BK)*| zo 
k=0 

+37 g(we(220), uel 20)) 
k=0 

Lo Pero + j(2o). (2.4.15) 

Since G(x, u) is class of C?, 

l|9(xe(x0), ux(xo))|| < Ca(Ilze(xo)|])°3 < CaCPy*Allzoll?, & = 0,1,2,..., 

where f = o(||zol|) as ||zo|| > 0, and Cy is a positive number, we have 

= a B 
II5(zo) Il < do Ilg(ze(wo), ue(xo)|| < Csr allel’. 

k=0 
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Hence j(x) = o(||z||*), as |||] — Oin Nu. 

If we define J(x9) = J(2o, {u(x,z(x0))}), for zo € Ny, for arbitrary, then it is easy 

to see that 

J (xy) = G(xy, ue) + J (2e41), &=0,1,2,.... (2.4.16) 

Therefore, we have (2.4.9) in N,, for x = {zg}, u = {ug}, ug = ulzy), k= 0,1,2,.. 

satisfying (2.4.1). 

Lemma 2.9 There exists a unique solution i = {ty}, ty = U(rp, Pegi), & = 

0,1,2,..., to the equation 

OF 0G 
Pk+1 Fy (te Ua) + Fy (re Ue) = 0, k= 0, 1, 2, seg (2.4.17) 

near the origin in R*"for which %(0,0) = 0. Furthermore, this unique solution can 

be written as 

“~ A 1 _ ed bd 5 

Up = ULE, Pegi) = —5l "(2R xy + B* pear) + A(xe,Prti), & =0,1,2,..., 

(2.4.18) 

where h(xk,Pe41) is a function in R2” such that h(x,p) = o(||z|| + ||pll), es [|x|] — 0 

and ||p|| — 0. 

Proof. From (2.4.1) and (2.4.2) we have for k = 0,1,2,..., 

Peo F'(rp, Ux) + G(xp, ug) 

= peyi (Ar, + Buy + f(xg, ux)) + oy"Wa, + 22," Rug + up"Uup + o( re, Ux), 
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and it is easy to see that at the point x, = peyi = 0, uz = O, 

  
OF OG 

Pest 5 (2k uz) + Du (xp, Uz) = 0, (2.4.19) 

and 

a OF aG * 
Du Pk+1 Dy (ter Ue) + Dy (re ue) = 2U > 0. (2.4.20) 

Since f(x,u) and g(zx,u) are at least of class C?, if we define 

. 0 
(Lk, Phi, Uk) = Peas ay th Uk) + 5 (2k, tk) 

then r(z, p, u) is at least of class C’ and r(z, p,u) = o(||z|| +||p|| + |u|), as ||z|| - 9, 

l|p|| — 0 and ||u|| — 0, we can compute the linear terms of ti(x,, pea1) from (2.4.19) 

to get 

Pro B+ 2x," R + Qug"(Le, Pegi )U + r( Lk, Peoi, Ue) = O. 

Application of the implicit function theorem, there exists a unique solution & = {tz}, 

te = (Lp, Pegi), k =0,1,2,..., which shows that for (2.4.19) 

A » 1 
U(p, Pepi) = —5¥ '(2R* 2, + B* pear) + A(xe, Derr); 

where h(zx, peg) = —$U7'r(xx, pegr) is of class C! and h(x, p) = o(|\x|| + ||p||), as 

\|x|| 4 0 and ||p|| 0. Therefore, we have (2.4.18) and the lemma is proved. 

Lemma 2.10 Suppose there exists a discrete stabilizing feedback control i = {t,}, 

dy, = G(x.) = Kr, +h(x,), & =0,1,2,..., 
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for the discrete control system (2.4.1) and the cost function (2.4.2), which satisfy 

the nonlinear functional equation 

ad OF aG 2.4.21) 
Ox (F (zx, u(rx))) Ou (rz, U(re)) + Du (rk, u(xrz)) — 0, 

  

where we define 

J(x) = J(z,u(2x)), 

for all x = {x,} near the origin in R". Then: 

1. t= {tu} is the unique solution to (2.4.21) near the origin in R™; 

2. u = {ty} ts the unique optimal discrete stabilizing feedback control; 

3. t = {ty} synthesizes the unique optimal open-loop control. 

Furthermore, 

K = —(U + B*PB)"1(R* + B*PA) 

and 

J (xx) = x," Px, + j(£k), 

where P > 0 is the unique solution of (2.1.68) and j(x) is twice continuously differ- 

entiable with 3(x) = 0(||x||?), as |x|] + 0, which described in Lemma 2.8. 

Proof. Let us consider the real valued function defined near the origin in R"*”, 

Q(x,u) = J(F(z,u)) — I(x) + G(a, u), (2.4.22) 
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where we define 

By Lemma 2.8, for x = {z;,} near the origin in R”, we have 

Q(x, U(z,)) = 0, &=0,1,2,..., (2.4.23) 

and our hypothesis asserts that 

2 (ar iie4)) =0, k=0,1,2,... (2.4.24) 
U 

near the origin in R”. Compute the Hessian 

2 

20,0) =2U >0. (2.4.25) 

Hence there exists an € > 0, such that 

0= Q( xx, U(xx)) < Q(x, Uk), k= 0, 1,2, say 

that is 

0 = J(F(xx, ti(x,))) — J(ay) + G(ay, i(z,)) 
A 

< J(F(xx,tix)) — J(xp) + Gag, tx), &=0,1,2,..., 

provided ||x,|| << € and ||%|] < ¢, k = 0,1,2,..., for uw = {u%,}. Moreover, strict 

inequality holds for « 4 u(x). We take ¢€ sufficiently small so that G(x, wu) > 0. 
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Now let u # w&, 1.e., tu, # ty for some k € {0,1,2,... }, be a discrete stabilizing 

feedback control for (2.4.1) and let N be a neighborhood of the origin in R” such 

that |lz,|| < € and |lu(z,)|| < «, & = 0,1,2,..., for a sufficiently small € > 0, in 

N and each response < = {Z,} or £ = {Z,} to the corresponding feedback control 

a = {u,} or u = {u,}, respectively, which initiates in some neighborhood N C N 

of the origin remains in N. Hence for all initial tg € N, 

0 < y [i(F (&, W(#,))) — JH) + GH, W(@))] 

= So [F(Ge41) — J@)| + OO Oe, U(e)) 

where is 

A 

J(z0) < J (xo, {ux}), 

and strict inequality holds provided u(ro) # u(xo). Therefore, i = {t,} is the 

unique optimal feedback control and the unique solution of the function equation 

(2.4.21). Now choose a neighborhood N CN ofthe origin which is positive invariant 

for the responses to the optimal control & = {i,}. Choose N so small that ||£,|| < «, 

k =0,1,2,..., for all mitial conditions in N. Now let Zo be an arbitrary fixed initial 

condition in N and consider any open-loop control & = {t,} satisfying the conditions 

that ||t,|| < «, k= 0,1,2,..., and the response = {%,}, for each % € N. There 

is no loss in assuming that 
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since G(x, Uz) > 0. Then as above, Q(z, tu) < Q(x, tu), we have 

0 = J(F (ze, %(z))) — I(xe) + Gre, U(z)) 

< J(F (rp, i(2x))) — I(x) + G(xg, t(ze)), k=0,1,2,..., 

with strict inequality holding where a # a. If u = w(Z,) = U(z,), k = 0,1,2,..., 

then a(z,) = u(z,) = KE, + h(x), and %, = (A+ BK)®ao+ (higher terms), which 

implies Z, = Z,, hence u, = u(z,), k = 0,1,2,.... Now assume that a, 4 a(Z,), 

for some k € {0,1,2,... }, then 

oO 

0< D> [JF (a, t(F))) ~ IEe) + Glan, H(ER))] 
k=0 

0< —J (x9) + J (Zo, {tz }), 

which is 

a 

J (x0) < J (x0, tu). 

Thus @ = {t, = t(%,)} is the unique optimal open-loop control for x9 with the 

required constraints. 

By Lemma 2.8, we have 

I (x41) = Bear Petes + j(Fe41): (2.4.26) 
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where Px is defined in (2.4.6). So that along (2.4.1) we get 

gs (F(&4, U(,))) = 22441" Px + (higher terms in Z,) 

= 2(Az, + Bu(z,))” Px + (higher terms in Z;). (2.4.27) 

From (2.4.21) and (2.4.27) for J,(F (2x, t(#,))) by using Lemma 2.9, we have 

u(t.) = -5u" [2R*z, + 2B* Pr (Ax, + Bu(z,))| + (higher terms in Z;,), 

which yields 

i(Z,) = —(U + B* Px B)7'(R* + B* Px A)ix + (higher terms in ,). (2.4.28) 

Also by Lemma 2.8, 

J(F(&q, 0(@,))) — F(&,) + G(£e, H(2,)) = 0 

for £ = {Z,} with ||z,||, & = 0,1,2,..., small. Expanding the left-hand side by 

using (2.4.26) and using the expansion of t(£,) in (2.4.28) by a(#,) = K#, + h(&,) 

to collect quadratic terms in £, produces the equation, 

Pe =W+RK 4+ K*R* + K*UK 4+ (A+ BK)*PK(A4+ BK), 

which is the equation (2.1.68). But Px > 0 by Lemma 2.8 and hence, by the unique- 

ness of the solution, Px = P and J(£,) = 24" Pi, + 7 (4x). 

Proof of Optimality and Uniqueness in Theorem 2.4 (Linear Discrete 
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System). Set 

Kk = —(U + B*PB)"'(R* + B*PA), 

where P > 0, is the unique solution of (2.1.68). Let 

ay, = i(#,) = Key, k=0,1,2,..., 

then the optimal closed loop system of (2.1.66) takes the form: 

Ena = (A+ BK)&, &=0,1,2,.... 

By the discrete Liapounov theory [11], (A+B) is a discrete stability matrix. Also 

for U, = Ka, k =0,1,2,..., in terms of its associated quadratic form we can write 

quadratic matrix equation (2.4.9) as 

Engi Plea —z, Pz, + G(<x, u(z,)) = 0, (2.4.29) 

by using Lemma 2.8, along the trajectory (2.1.66) and zo is any initial condition in 

R”. If we define A = A+ BK, and since fx4)1 = A¥t1 x9, (2.4.29) yields 

ao*(A*)*(A*PA — P)A* xy + G( aq, t(#,)) = 0. (2.4.30) 

By using (2.1.68) we have 

zo*(A*)*(W + RK + K*R* + K*UK)A* ro + G(x, ti(2,)) = 0, (2.4.31) 
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hence 

xo" SAW + RK + K*R* + KUR)A®| 29 + 3 G(&z, 0(%,)) = 0. (2.4.32) 
k=0 k=0 

This gives us the following equation by (2.4.6) for Pr: 

—xo* Px xo + J(axo) = 0, 

or 

J (xo) = xo” PrZo. 

Since Px > 0 is defined by (2.4.6) and satisfies the matrix equation (2.4.7), by the 

uniqueness of the solution we have Px = P and hence J (x9) = X£o*Pxo. It is now 

a simple matter to verify that u = {t,} satisfies the functional equation (2.4.21) in 
« 

Lemma 2.10. Since oF (S441) = 2244, P, then 

(Hn, (#4) + ZF (G4, (G4) = Qing" PB + 244" + 2i,"U 5 (e41) FS
, 

= 2,"(A*PB + R) + 2t,*(U + B*PB), (2.4.33) 

by using t, = —(U + B*PB)~!(R* + B*PA)z,, we can see that (2.4.33) equals to 

zero. Hence we have t = {it} satisfies the functional equation (2.4.21) and the 

proof of optimality and uniqueness is completed of the control t,(x,) obtained in 

Section 2.1 from the necessary conditions is completed. 

Proof of Theorem 2.7. To prove this theorem it is sufficient to establish the ex- 

istence of a discrete stabilizing control which solves the functional equation (2.4.5) 
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or (2.4.15) occurring in Theorem 2.7 and Lemma 2.10. The remaining conclusions 

of the theorem then follow as a corollary to the lemma. 

We define u(z,) = (2%, p(Zx)) about the origin in R”. Recall that p = q+ 2Pz, 

where P is the unique symmetric positive definite solution of (2.1.54), ¢q = {q,} 

describes the manifold S discussed in Theorem 2.5 and t, = U(x, Pe4i), k = 

0,1,2,..., was defined in Lemma 2.9. Since the motion of (2.2.1) on S about 

the origin in R” satisfies 

Sng = F(&,,0(&,)), k= 0,1,2,..., 

OG. nn Me , 
AlPr41 — Pe + Dg (eee Hea) =0, k=0,1,2,... (2.4.34) 

where A, = 2£(4,, t(£,)), £4 = Z4(x0) with ||zo|| small. The cost function 

> G(£_, U(Z,)) = SS G(£r, u(£z, p(Zz))) < CO 

k=0 k=0 

in a neighborhood of the origin in R” by the estimate 

|< Cry*|lxoll,   Lk 

llaall < Cor*llzoll, 

  

Pesill < [O(ee)I] + 21 P illleell S Cll#ell < CCry*llzoll, 

where C, Cz and C are positive numbers and 0 < y < 1. Let us use the equation 

(2.4.17) for u(Zz, Pk+i ) 

OF. |, | Cn 
Pk+1 Dy bth (£4, Pk-+1)) + Foy Ekr H( ks Pett) = 0, (2.4.35) 
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and the system (2.4.33) for the motion on S. Now for k = 0,1,2,..., let us compute 

  

OJ. . & faa. 02; OG Ot; 
Ofna (Ze41) — a, = (z;, “aR. + >7 Ou (z; , UL; ae 

_< . . \ Of; OG... 04, 
= » (D; Pin Aas + Falta ge | 

  

  

j=kt+l1 | 

— s cE Ot; — pt ee 
joe | Ota 7 OF ka 

oe OF 541 Oz; OG Ou; +4 p Ft At) 4 Basa, i 1 (2.4.36 
ioe, in (Seett — Ange) + Raentgge, | 2420) 

Since 

OF K+ OF 541 
— =I, and lim . it = 0, 

OF p41 j00 Pitt OF K41 

then the equation (2.4.36) yields 

    

aJ O54 dz; du, 
L = + —~— — A; = - Bio) OFnw (x k+1 j= Phat ic Ly Prat (si 1 OR nat Jj Ofk41 

an OG. .. OU; 
+ —(£;, 4; )—— | = Phar, 2.4.37 xy Os Bigs Aa | j N Fc Prot ( ) 

where B; = 2£(#,,u%,;). Thus, 2S, 44) = p(£n41) for ||Z441|| small, and hence by 

(2.4.35) or (2.4.17) 

aJ,. OF... dG 
Bp tet) Zr (thou u(z k)) + By (ber Ute) = 0, k= 0,1,2,..., 

which proves tu(z,) solves (2.4.5). In perticular the above equation is also true when 

Le41 18 replaced by zo. 

Now let us summarize what we have shown. We have shown in Lemma 2.8 that 
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each discrete stabilizing control u, = Kx, + h(xz,) has an associated cost of the 

form (2.4.8). We have seen in Lemma 2.9 that (2.4.17), which has the same form as 

(2.4.5) except that 85 (444) is replaced by p,41, has the unique solution (2.4.18). 

We have seen in Lemma 2.10 that if (2.4.5), equivalently (2.4.21), has a solution 

u(z,) of the form indicated there, that u(x,) is the unique optimal control near 

x =0,u=0. Finally we have shown here, with use of the stable manifold theorem 

to give (cf. (2.3.7)) peri = p(£x), that &, = U(Z,) = U(Z,, p(Z,)) satisfies (2.4.35), 

equivalently (2.4.17), and that ppai = p(&,) = 853,41) = 85 F(%,, i(&x)), so that 

u(z,) does, in fact, satisfy (2.4.21), assuring its optimality and uniqueness. Thus 

the proof of Theorem 2.7 is complete. 

Now let us solve our previous example by using the following equations in Lemma 2.8 

and Theorem 2.7, 

J(F (x, tx), {ti }) — J (Zk, {ii }) + G(fx, tk) =0, k=0,1,2,..., (2.4.38) 

OD rn npn \vOF in are yy, OG on arn 
eg OP (tks Wea) )B (te, U(Ee)) + Aa (£,,U(Z,)) = 0, k= 0,1,2,.... (2.4.39)   

Since the optimal linear feedback law of this problem as we solved earlier is (cf. 

(2.1.87) 

Ey = Kz, k=0,1,2,..., 

and the minimum cost as we proved in this section is 

J(%,) = 4" P,, &=0,1,2,..., 

    where K = + ~ —0.6180, P = 1+“ ~ 0.8090, we can expand the optimal 
2 4 
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feedback control i(Z,) and the minimum cost J(Z;) in power series about the origin: 

Uk = u(£z) = Kz, + hod,” + h3k,° + had, +---, k=0,1,2,..., (2.4.40) 

J(E_) = PE? + jae + jadi +--+, &=0,1,2,.... (2.4.41) 

We will compute all terms of order less than four in the power series expansion 

of the optimal feedback control (2.4.40) and in the power series expansion of the 

minimum cost (2.4.41). Substitute (2.4.40) into F (Zz, t.), G(&e, Me), (£4, dy) and 

aG 
Ou 
  (Zp, U,), we will have the following: 

0G. 
By (tk tr) = sin tk 

l 1 
= Ki, + hod,” + (1s — 5K) feet (14 ~ ay pi t---, (2.4.42) 

OF . 
—— (£4, Uy) = cos thy 

Ou 
1 1.. ] 

=|- gh ae’ — Khot,° — (54 + Kh3 — aK) a (2.4.43) 

F(Z, te) = otk — | + sin Uk 

] ; ] 
=(14+ K)#,+ (5 + hs By? + [(1 — K3)4+ hs| Eye 

1 1 
+ (5 ~ 5h he + ha) Epi tees, (2.4.44) 

G(z,,t,) = (1 — cos z,) + (1 — sin ty) 

1 1 
=5(1+ K*)8,? + Khok,? — a + K*) — 5 ~ Khs| Epi +--+. (2.4.45) 

Using (2.4.44), (2.4.41) gives us 

J(F(&q, i(4q))) = PF?(2,, 0(24)) + JF 3(2e, G(Ex)) + ja F4(Fu, U(En)) +o 

= P(1+ K)?a,? + [P(1+ K)(1 + 2h.) + (1+ K)?j3]@,° 
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1 | 2 
+ FP + K)Q —k°)+2P(14+ K)hg +P (5 + hs 

1 , r\4- | 43(1 + KP (5 + hy jst (1+ ia Bt pene, (2.4.46) 

Substituting (2.4.46), (2.4.41) and (2.4.45) into (2.4.38) will have the following: 

1 | 
{Pa + K)?—P+ rie. + x) fy + 

{P(1L+ K)(1 + 2h2 + [((1 + HK) — Lig + Khe} HP + 

1 2 l (1 . 
{P (5 + ha) +P(+K) [51 — Kk?) + 2hs| +3(1+ Ky)? (5 + ha) j3 + 

; 1 l.. , s 
[i + K)* — 194 - qi + K*)+ aha +K hs} Epi +--+ =0. (2.4.47) 

And also by using (2.4.44) for F(Z, u,) we will have 

OJ. re pn aya Bye apa 
aq Ph (tks ti(Zx))) = 2PF(,, U(Zg)) + 373 F 7 (Zp, U(Ep)) + 434F°(£,,G(2,)) + °° 

= 2P(14+ K)&, + [P(1 + 2h.) + 3(1 + K)*73]2,” 

1 ng.) 
+ [PC — K*)+2Ph34+3(1+ K)(1 4+ 2ho)j3 +4(1 4+ K i £,° 

] 
. 

+ [P (= — K*hy + 2h + (1+ K)[(1 — K)° + 6haljs 
1 a |. 

Substitute (2.4.48), (2.4.43) and (2.4.42) into (2.4.39) giving, 

(2P(1 + K) + K]é, + (P+ (2P + ho +3(1 + K)js]d2 + 

{P Fe — K3) + 2hs| +3(1 + K)(1 + 2ha)js +4(1 + K)8j4 — PUL + KK? + 

(1s - ak) \ #2 + {P (55 — K?hy + 2h. + (14+ K)[(1 — K)? + 6ha]js + 

3 (5 + he) is + 6(1 + K)?(1 + 2ho)j4 — 5K(P( + 2hy) + 3(1 + K)?33] - 
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2P(1 + K)Khy + (i _ 5 K?h) \ t+ =0. (2.4.49) 

If we set each coefficient of Z,, #,’, #,° and £,* in (2.4.47) and (2.4.49) equal to 

zero, then the computation of successively higher order terms of the optimal feedback 

control and the minimum cost reduces to solving the following successively higher 

order system of nonlinear algebraic equations, 

] 
P+K)Y—P+ 5 (1 + K*) =0, (2.4.50) 

P(14+ K)(1 + 2h2) + [(14+ K) — 1]j3 + Khe = 0, (2.4.51) 

1 | \? P (5 + ha + PIL +K) (1 — K®) + 2hg| +3(1 + KY)? (5 + ha) js 
; ] , 1. , 

+((1 + K)* — 1]j4 - ql + K4)4 5h + Kh3 =0, (2.4.52) 

2P(11+K)+K =0, (2.4.53) 

P+(2P + 1l)ho+3(1+ K)*73 = 0, (2.4.54) 

] 
P =a — k*)+ 2hs| + 3(1 + K)(1 + 2ha)jg + 4(1 + KY)? G4 

—P(1+ K)K? 4+ (1s — 5K) = 0, (2.4.55) 

12 
1 | 

+6(1 + K)*(1 + 2ho)ja — 5K?[P( + 2ho) + 3(1 + K)?I) 

1 
; l 2 

P (= — Kha + 2ha + (14 K)[(1 — K)? + 6haljs +3 (; + ha) js 

1 
—2P(1+ K)Kh2+ hy — gh hs = 0. (2.4.56) 

Since (2.4.50) and (2.4.53) are equivalent to (2.1.82) and (2.1.81) on page 39 respec- 

tively, we have five equations (2.4.51), (2.4.52), (2.4.54), (2.4.55) and (2.4.56) and 

five unknowns. If we rearrange these five equations by using (2.4.50) and (2.4.53) 
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and solve them in the order (2.4.51), (2.4.54), (2.4.52), (2.4.55) and (2.4.56), we get 

  

  

. P+ 4) = ~~! 20.327: js Ta pa © 03273: 

P+3(14 K)j3 hp = ~~ 9, » PL 0.3637, 

.= P+ KY) 204K) +P (44m) 4 “G4K)—1 (3 4! 2° 
L.. 1 +513 +3(1+ KP (5 + ha) is ~ 0.1842, 

hy = PC K*) ~—?— P(1 4+ K)K? +3(1 + K)(1 + 2ho)j 5 “OP41 13 3! 2M 
+4(1 4 K)°ia| ~ —0.1520, 

hy = {=a 6K? j2P(2K 1) | Kh 
"oP +1 |12 ) rts ; 

+6(1 + K)?(1 + 2h2)j4 + la +k\1i-K/y- “(1 + K)?K? 

+3 (5 + In) + 6(1 4 Kh is} ~~ —0.1981. 

Therefore, the optimal feedback control for this example is given by 

ii, = ti(Z,) © —0.6180%, — 0.36372,” — 0.1520%,° — 0.19812,7 +---, 

and the minimum cost is 

J(&,)  0.8090%,? + 0.32734,3 + 0.18424,4 + --- 
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Chapter 3 

Optimal Feedback Control of 

Periodic Systems 

3.1 Modifications to Chapter 2 to Cover the 

Case of an Infinite Dimensional Control 

We again consider the discrete control system (2.1.1) with cost function of the form 

(2.1.2) on page 16 but we allow the control u to be infinite dimensional; specifically 

we suppose u € H, a real Hilbert space. All symbols used will be as in Sections 2.1 

- 2.4 except that some obvious re-interpretations must be made. 

Thus we suppose F': R”® x H — R” is continuously differentiable, as before, with 

F (0,0) = 0, but differentiability with respect to u is now to be understood in the 

Frechet sense [48]. The matrices A and W introduced in Section 2.1 remain matrices 

here but B, U and R are now to be understood as operators: 

OF . B= (0,0): HR’, (3.1.1) 
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where ar denotes the (bounded) Jacobian operator defined in the Frechet sense; 

U:H-#H (3.1.2) 

is a bounded posizive self - adjoint operator on H with (u,Uu) > 6]lu||z, for some 

b> 0 and 

R:R" 5-H (3.1.3) 

is a linear operator defined on a finite dimensional space, and therefore necessarily 

bounded, but with range in the (possibly) infinite dimensional space H. 

The work carried out in Chapter 2 remains entirely valid in this infinite dimensional 

context; it is not necessary to repeat the computations or re-prove the theorems. 

However, we will make some remarks here to cover questions which might naturally 

arise. 

We note that the closed loop system matrix A+ BK remains exactly that, an n x n 

matrix, even though B : H — R” and K : R" — H are operators; the latter should 

now be referred to as the feedback operator. Note that equations like (2.1.64) are 

now operator equations. 

In the finite dimensional context we have used transposed vectors to indicate linear 

functionals. In the case where u is infinite dimensional an expression u* Mv, where v 

is a vector, M an operator or matrix, should be understood as (Mv,u)q. It should 

be noted that (2.1.14) and similar equations are now linear functional identities. 
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When we come to the use of the implicit function theorem following (2.1.9) we now 

require that theorem in a Hilbert space setting; the reader is referred to [48]. 

The stable manifold theorem of Section 2.2 does not need to be changed at all be- 

cause it does not involve u in any explicit way; both y and z in (2.2.3), etc. remain 

n - dimensional vectors. It is not until we come to Section 2.3 and equations such 

as (2.3.9), (2.3.10), etc. that infinite dimensional vectors enter the picture again. 

With infinite demensional controls now admitted into the class for which the results 

of Chapter 2 remain valid, we are in a position to reinterpret certain continuous 

processes in a discrete setting by taking the discrete controls u, to be restrictions 

of a continuously defined control function u(t) to successive time intervals [¢,, t,41]. 

This is developed in more detail in the following sections. 
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3.2 The Linear T - Periodic (Continuous) Case 

as an Instance of the Linear Discrete Case 

with Control in L2 (0, T| 

Let us consider a linear T' - periodic control system consisting of a system of linear 

differential equation 

z= A(t)x + B(t)u, t € [0, 00), (3.2.1) 

for cr € R", u€ R™, where A(t) and B(t) are piecewise continuous and T - periodic, 

A(t+T) = A(t), B(t+T) = B(t), 

for some period T > 0. With (3.2.1) we consider a cost function of the form 

I(x9,u) = | G(t, x(t), u(t)) de, (3.2.2) 
0 

where G(¢,z,u) is given in the following (quadratic) form 

G(t,z,u) = (2*,u") ( Rly nh ( ° , (3.2.3) 
Uu 

with G(t,z,u) T - periodic, that is 

G(t+T,z,u) = Git, z, u). 

W(t) R(t) 
R(t)" U(t) 

positive definite on [0,7], hence, by periodicity, for t € [0,00). We seek a control in 

Here the matrix W(t) = ( is required to be symmetric and uniformly 
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periodic state feedback form, 

u(t) = u(t, x(t)), u(t+T, xr) = u(t, 2), 

which makes the cost function (3.2.2) as small as possible for all initial states in R”. 

Let us define u, to be the element of L?,[0,7T] such that 

u(t) = u(t + kT), k=0,1,2,..., t € [0,7]. (3.2.4) 

If &(t,7) is the fundamental matrix solution of the equation 

© = A(t)® with ®(7,7) = J, (3.2.5) 

then the solution of (3.2.1) at t = (k +1)T obeys the relation 

r((k+1)T) = ©((k + 1)T, kT )x(kT) + ee @((k + 1)T,7)B(r)u(r) dr. (3.2.6) 

From periodicity we have 

®((k+1)T, kT) = O(7,0), & =0,1,2,..., (3.2.7) 

®((k+1)T,7) = (7,7 —kT), k =0,1,2,.... (3.2.8) 

Let us set 

A= 9(T,0) (3.2.9) 

and also define for k = 0,1,2,..., 

ry = x(kT) € R”. (3.2.10) 
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Let 7 = s+kT, +7 —kT = 5; then 7 € [kT,(k +1)T], 5 € [0,7]. Using this change 

of variable in the integral in (3.2.6), we have 

pe D((k +1)T,7)B(r)u(r) dr 
kT 

— [ O®(k+1)7T, s+ kT)B(s+kT)u(s + kT) ds 

T 
= | 0(T,s)B(s)u,(s)ds, k=0,1,2,.... (3.2.11) 

0 

If we define a linear operator B: L? [0,7] — R” by 

T 
Bu, = | ©(T, s)B(s)uz(s) ds, (3.2.12) 

0 

then, since in (3.2.12) everything except u, is independent of k, (3.2.6) yields 

Lk41 = Az; + Bu, (3.2.13) 

with A and B defined by (3.2.9) and (3.2.12) for k = 0,1,2,.... This has the linear 

discrete control system form with state x = {x,} in the finite dimensional space R” 

and control u = {uz} € L?,[0, 7]. 

Next we rewrite the cost function (3.2.2) in a corresponding discrete form. First we 

can write the cost function (3.2.2) as follows: 

(eer ( aor at) (8) 4 
= Seer (MO RO) (20) a 

~*~
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fF myx may ( WERT) R(t + kT a(t + kT) _ > (a(t + kT)*,u(t + kT) \( Rit kT) Dee kD ( MRD) dt 

— SS Pete ery ua (| WO BO \ ( e+ FT) i 
= vf, (x(t + kT)", ux(t) )( R(t)" U(t) ( ug(t) dt. (3.2.14) 

For k = 0,1,2,..., ¢ € [0,7], we have, 

t 

w(t FAT) = Ot +KT,AT)O(KT) + [ O(t + kT, 9+ KT)B(s + kT )u(s + kT) ds 
0 

s) B( 
t 

= 2(t,0)4+ [ ®(t,s)B(s)u,(s) ds. (3.2.15) 
0 

If we define 

®(t) 

(Out) = | * ©(t, s) B(s)ux(s) ds, (3.2.17) 

(4,0), (3.2.16) 

where (Ou,)(t): L?,[0, 7] — L2(0, 7], then for t € [0,7], z(t + kT) can be written as 

a function of x, and ug: 

x(t + kT) = O(t) zr, + (Oux)(t), k=0,1,2,.... (3.2.18) 

Note that (@u,)(T) = Bu,. If we substitute (3.2.18) for z(t + kT) in (3.2.14), then 

the integral in (3.2.14) becomes 

T mx .( W(t) R(t) a(t + kT) [ (x(t + kT)*, u(t) ete ry | ( ult) dt 

=f {Cre + Ous)(O)) WU) (Waa + (Bua) (E)) + a(t) eal 

+ (®(t)zn + (Oue)(t))” R(t)ue(t) + a(t)" R(t)" (®t) + (Oux)(t))} at 
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| " {arg*@(t)"W (1) (t)are + 2arg? O(t)" R()up(t) + 204" (t)"W (t)(Oug)(t) 

+ (Bug )(t)"W(t) (Bug )(t) + 2(Oux)(t)" R(t)ug(t) + ue (t)"U (t)un(t)} de, 

k =0,1,2,.... (3.2.19) 

Let us redefine the first two terms in (3.2.19), respectively, as follows: 

T 

| 2,°(t)*W(t)®(t)x, dt = 24"Wae, k= 0,1,2,..., (3.2.20) 
0 

T T ~ 

[ 2,7O(t)" R(t)ug(t) dt = [ x," R(t)ug(t) dt, & =0,1,2,..., (3.2.21) 
8] 

where R(t) is defined as 

R(t) = O(t)* R(t). (3.2.22) 

If we substitute (3.2.17) for (O@u,)(t) into the third term of the last expression in 

(3.2.19), we get 

T 

[ xy,” O(t)"W(t)(Oux)(t) dt 

_ — W(t) ul ®(t, s)B(s)us(s) ds) di 

= [ [ rp" O(t)*W(t)®(t, s)B(s)us(s) ds dt 

= [ [ ry." (t)®(t, s)B(s)uz(s) dt ds 

= [ fla (t)®(t, s) dt B(s)up(s) ds 

= [ re" R(s)uz(s)ds, k= 0,1,2,..., (3.2.23) 
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where R(s) is defined as 

. T 
R(s) = [ @(t)"W(t)®(¢,5) dt B(s). (3.2.24) 

Let us combine the second and third term in (3.2.19), i.e., (3.2.21) and (3.2.23), and 

redesignate the sum as 

T ~ T A 
[ ry” R(t)u,(t) dt + | ry” R(t)uz(t) dt = (xr, Rug) re, k= 0, l, 2, sees (3.2.25) 

0 0 

Then, substituting (3.2.17) for (@u,)(¢) in the fourth term of (3.2.19), we have 

[Guay ew Oun)(t dt = [Guay ry Wr) Guar) dr 

— [ ([" ®(r, s)B(s)ug(s) ds) , W(r) ([’ ®(r, t)B(t)u,(t) at) dr 

= [ ~ ux(s)* B(s)* [os ®(r,s)"W(r)®(r, t) dr B(t)ug(t) ds dt 

= [ [ uz(s)"U(t, s)up(t) ds dt, k = 0,1,2,..., (3.2.26) 

where we define 

U(t,s) = B(s)* [ ®(r, s)*W(r)®(r, t) dr B(t). (3.2.27) 
max{t,s} 

Clearly U(t,s) = U(s,t)*. By performing the same substitution in the fifth term of 

(3.2.19), we get 

2 [ (Bus)(t)* R(e)ue(t) dt 

= 2 (f ®(t,s)B(s)uz(s )ds) R(t)ue(t) dt 
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_ [ [rut up (s (t, s)" R(t)uz(t) ds dt 

. fe u(t (s,t)*R(s)u,(s) dt ds 

= [ [usyB s)"O(t, s)* R(t)u,(t) ds dt 

Ol [aera (t)*O(s, t)"R(s)ug(s) ds dt 

= [ [vl up(s)"B(s)"®(t, s)* R(t)ug(t) ds dt 

+ | I ux(s)" R(s)*®(s, t)B(t)ug(t) ds dt 

= [ [im uz(s U(t, s)u,(t) ds dt, k=0,1,2,..., (3.2.28) 

where U(t,s) is defined as 

a _ | B(s)*®(t,s)*R(t), if s <t, 
U(t,s) R(s)*9(s,t)B(t), if s >t, (3.2.29) 

and U(t,s) = U(s,t)*. If we combine (3.2.26), the fourth term, (3.2.28), the fifth 

term and the last term, u,(t)*U(t)u,(t), in (3.2.19), we will have 

Lf ux(s)*U (t,s)u,(t) ds dt +f [ ug(s)"U(t, s)u,(t) ds dt 

T 

+ | uz(t)*U(t)u,(t) dt = (uz,Uux)r2, 0.7, k= 0,1,2,..., (3.2.30) 
0 

which is a positive quadratic form for u, € L?,[0, 7]. Then, by substituting (3.2.20), 

(3.2.25) and (3.2.30) into (3.2.19), we have 

[ews ery (t)) ( wee ri) (* i i) dt 

( = 2° Wer, + 2(rp, Rug) R» + up, Ug) 12, [0,7]: (3.2.31) 
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Hence with the contro] u = {ug} the total cost (3.2.14) becomes 

J(x9,u) = S> {cx*Way + 2(r,, Ruz) Rp» + (up, ug) 12,07} , (3.2.32) 
k=0 

Therefore, the linear continuous T - periodic quadratic optimization problem, con- 

sisting of the constraint equation 

z= A(t)r+ Bit)u, 

and the cost functional 

I(xo,u) = I Gt, x(t), u(t)) dt, 

= [er (ae tay ) (a) 
can be written as the linear discrete quadratic optimization problem consisting of 

the equation (3.2.13) and the cost functional (3.2.32), 

Ley = Ax, + Bug, 

J(xo,u) = >> {x4°Wa} + 2(rp, Rug) Rn + (ux, Mu) 120,71} 
=0 

for control and trajectory pair u = {u,} and x = {x,}. The original continuous 

periodic optimal control problem now becomes the discrete optimal control problem 

minimize J(xo,u) = 9> Gag, ue) 
k=0 

= Oo {x*Wey + 2(24, Rus)ae + (ue, Uun)z2 0.71}, (3.2-33) 
k=0 

subject to the constraint that x = {x,} and u = {u,} should satisfy (3.2.13). Here 
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ur € L?2,[0,7], k = 0,1,2,..., and W, R and UY are defined as in (3.2.20), (3.2.25) 

and (3.2.30). Thus we may consider the linear continuous T - periodic case as an 

instance of the linear discrete case with control in L?,[0, 7]. 

Since we have 

G(Xx, Uk) = rp Wey + 2(zx, Rug) Re + (ux, Uux) 12 [0,7]; k= 0, 1,2, see (3.2.34) 

in the cost function (3.2.33) the partial derivatives of G with respect to u and z at 

(x,,uz) have the form 

0 
oo (ae Uk) = 22,"R + Qu, U, (3.2.35) 

oa Uz) = 22,"W + 2u,"R*, (3.2.36) 

respectively, which are in the same form as the discrete case except W, R and U are 

now defined as in (3.2.20), (3.2.25) and (3.2.30). Thus we may use all the results 

obtained in Chapter 2 for the present linear continuous T - periodic case. Therefore, 

by using Theorem 2.4 on page 35 there exists a unique optimal control trajectory 

sequence pair ¢ = {Z,} and & = {tx}, for the system (3.2.13) and (3.2.32) and the 

optimal control law takes the form 

in(t) = (—U + B*PB)'(R* + B°PA) ix) (t) = (KEx)(t), & = 0,1,2,.--, 

(3.2.37) 

for t € [0,7], where P is the unique symmetric positive definite solution of the 
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algebraic Riccati equation obtained from 

P=W+RE+K*R*+K°UK + (A+ BK)P(A+ BK), (3.2.38) 

with K expressed in terms of P as in (3.2.37). 

Let us rename this P in (3.2.38) as P(0) and A, B, W, R, U as A(0), B(O), W(0), 

R(0), U4(0) since we have the initial state rg € R” when t = 0. 

If we start the problem at some time 7 € [0,7] with an initial state x,, the cost 

function (3.2.2) becomes 

J(z,,u) = [Ge 2(t), w(t) a, 

= | ” G(t-+7,e(t+1),u(t + 7) dt (3.2.39) 

where G(t,z,u) is T - periodic, G(t + T,x,u) = G(t,z,u) and G(t, x, wu) is given in 

(3.2.3). If we consider a control u(t+ 7) € L?,[0, oo], then u(t +74 kT) € L? [0,7]. 

Let us define u; to be the element of L? [0,7], such that 

u(t) =u(t+7+kT), k=0,1,2,..., te [0,T] (3.2.40) 

and set 

®,(t,s) = O(t+7,84+7), (3.2.41) 

where ®(t, s) is the fundamental matrix defined in (3.2.5) and define 

A(r) = ©,(T,0), (3.2.42) 
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and let 

gy =a2(T+kT) ER", &=0,1,2,.... 

Performing the same operations as in (3.2.6) - (3.2.12), we have 

Ley1 = A(r)a, + B(r)uz, k= 0,1,2,... 

Also if we define 

©,(t) = ,(t,0) t, 0), 
t 

(Ouz).(t) = | ®,(t,s)B(s + T)us(s) ds, 
0 

then the cost function (3.2.39) for u= {u,}, has the form: 

J(2,U) = s {a4*W(r) a1 + 2(xz, R(r)usz)an + (ur, U(r) uz)z2,[0,7]} 
k=0 

(cf. (3.2.14) - (3.2.32) ), where W(7), R(7) and U(r) are defined as 

T 

rp" W(r)x, = | r,"®,(t)W(t+ 7)®,(t)z, dt, 

(4, R(r)ur)rw = f * ag” (Bp(t) + Bet) a(t) ae, 

R(t) = ©, (t)"R(t-+ 7), 
a T 

R,(t) = / b,(s)"W(s + 1)®,(s,t)dsB(t +7), 

(uz, U(r) ux)22 (0,7) = [ ‘ I ‘ ux(s)* (U,(t,s) + U-(t, 8) ue(t) ds dt 
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T 

+f un(t)U(t + nual) dt, (3.2.53) 
T 

U,(t,s) = Bis + ry f fa) ®,(r,s)"W(r 4+ 7)®,(r,t)drB(t +7), (3.2.54) 
max%t,s 

~ _ | Bist+r)*9,(t,s)*R(t+7), if s<t, ee 

Ur(t,8) = R(s +7)"®,(s,t)B(t+7), if s >t, (3.2.55) 

for k = 0,1,2,.... Hence the optimal control a(t) = {u,(t)} can be written as 

(cf.(3.2.37)): 

ie(t) = (—(U(r) + B(r)*P(r)B(r))(R(r)* + B(r)"P(r)A(7)) x) (€) 

= (K,&)(t), k=0,1,2,..., (3.2.56) 

where P(r) is the unique symmetric positive definite solution of the algebraic Riccati 

equation (cf. (3.2.38)) 

P(r) = W(r) + R(r)K, + K2R(r)* + KAU (7) K, 

+(A(r) + B(7)K,)*P(7)(A(7) + Br )K,). (3.2.57) 

So the minimal achievable value of J(x,,u) is x*P(1)x, and for each initial state 

ro € R”, when t = 0, the minimal achievable value of J(zg, u) is 29*P(0)zo0. 

Now, the Principal of Optimality [11] shows that the segment of the optimal control 

u on [0,7] must have the property that it minimizes 

I " G(t,x,u) dt + 2(T)P(T)2(T), (3.2.58) 
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subject to the constraint r(0) = zo and 

z(t) = A(t)x(t) + B(t)u(t), (3.2.59) 

where z(T)*P(T')z(T) is the optimal cost starting with x(T') at time T. 

This problem is now in the standard LQG form for a finite interval [45]. Then a(t), 

t € [0, T| must be given by [45] 

u(t) = — SU *(aR(ey + B(t)*Q(t))z(4), (3.2.60) 

where Q(t) satisfies the matrix Riccati differential equation 

Q(t) + Alt)"Q()A(E) + W(E) 

— (R(t)* + B(t)"Q(t))" U(t)"* (R(t)* + BUt)"Q(t)) = 0 (3.2.61) 

with 

Q(T) = P(T). 

We also know that the cost from a given time 7 € [0, T], i-e., 

00 T 

| G(t, #(t), a(t) dt = | G(t, 2(t),a(t)) dt+a(T/P(T)H(T) (3.2.62) 

is £(7)*Q(7)z(r). But this cost must also be £(7)*P(r)z(7). Since this is true for 

all possible values of #(r) and Q(r), P(r) are both symmetric, we conclude 

O(7) = P(7). 
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But P(r) is periodic, 

P(0)=P(T), P(r +T)= P(r). 

If follows that for the periodic linear quadratic problem we have the theorem 

Theorem 3.1 ' Suppose the T - periodic system 

z= A(t)x + B(t)u (3.2.63) 

is stabilizable in the sense that there is aT periodic matriz K(t) such that all solu- 

tions of 

gz = (A(t) + Bt) K(t)) 2 (3.2.64) 

tend to zero as t — oc, and suppose the pair (W(t), A(t)) ts observable, t.e., there 

is no non-zero solution C(t) of 

(t) = A(t)C(t) (3.2.65) 

such that W(t)C(t) = 0, t € [0,00). Then the periodic linear quadratic optimal 

control problem 

min [ ” G(t, x(t), u(t) dt, 
0 

where G(t, x, u) is defined in (3.2.3), subject to x(0) = zo, z(t) = A(t)z(t)+ B(t)u(t), 
  

1We are happy to acknowledge a private conmunication to D. L. Russell from G. Schmidt of 

McGill University, Montreal in connection with this proof of Theorem 3.1. 
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has the unique solution u(t), z(t), where 

a(t) = -ZU() ARH" + BY"QW) A(t) = KWAY), (8.2.66) 

k(t) = A(t) ~ BUC) AR)" + BEY Ql a(t), (3.2.67) 

£(0) = 20. (3.2.68) 

Here Q(t) is the unique symmetric positive definite T - periodic solution (2.e. 

Q(t+T) = Q(t)) of the matrix Riccati differential equation 

Q(t) + A(t)"Q(t) + QL A(t) + WEE) 

— (R(t)* + B(t)*Q(t))” U(t) (Rd) + BYL)*Q(t)) = 0. (3.2.69) 

Moreover, K(t) is a periodic stabilizing feed back matriz; all solutions of (3.2.66) - 

(3.2.68) tend to zero as t — co and the optimal cost J(x0, 1) is ro*Q(0)zo.- 
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3.3. The Nonlinear Periodic System as a Nonlin- 

ear Discrete System 

Let us consider a nonlinear T' - periodic control system, with - denoting on 

z= F(t,z,u), t€[0,co), re R", we R”, (3.3.1) 

with 

F(t+T,2z,u) = F(t, z,u), 

for some period T > 0, for all values of (t,z,u) under consideration. We assume 

that F' and its first and second order partial derivatioves with respect to x and u are 

continuous functions of (t,z,u) for t as indicated and for (x, wu) in a neighborhood 

of the origin in R"*™. Without loss of generatlity, we can assume that the system 

has x = 0, u=0 as a critical point; i.e., 

F(t,0,0)=0, t € [0,c0). 

If we define 

OF OF 
A(t) = —(t B(t)= —(t () = SF (1,0,0), Be) = S*(4,0,0) 

then F(t, z,u) can be written as 

F(t,z,u) = A(t)z + B(t)u + f(t, x, u), (3.3.2) 
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where f(t, x, u) is the higher order remainder terms and is continuously differentiable 

with respect to x, u with 

_o of _9 Of _ f(t,0,0) =0, 5 -(#,0,0)=0, > (4,0,0) = 0. 

With this system we consider a cost functional of the form 

J(xo,u) = [ ~ G(t, x(t), u(t) dt (3.3.3) 

with G is also T' - periodic in ¢, 1.e., 

G(t+T,z,u) = Gi(t,z, u), 

and G(t,x,u) twice continuously differentiable on a domain in [0,00) x R” x R”. 

We further suppose that Git, x, u) takes the form 

Glt,2,u) = (070°) ( uy tte) | ( ° faltru), (33.4) 

where g(t, x, u) is the higher order remaninder terms and is continuously differen- 

tiable with g(t,0,0) = 0, and its first and second order partial derivatives with 

respect to x and u also vanish at (t, 0,0). 

We seek an m - dimensional vector feedback function of the state z(t), u(t) = u(x(t)), 

which makes the cost function (3.3.3) as small as possible for all initial states near 

an equilibrium point for (3.3.1) in R® x R™. 

W(t) R(t) Clearly the matrix W(t) = ( R*(t) U(t) 
in (3.3.4) also T - periodic; we will



assume in addition that it is positive definite symmetric, uniformly with respect to 

t. From the periodicity property it is enough to assume these uniformity properties 

are valid for t € [0,7] in order to conclude that they are also valid for t € [0, 00). 

We define the space of admissible controls to be (?(C,,[0,00)) which is a Banach 

space defined as follows 

0o 

Ye Pegm lt? < oof 
k=o t€[(kK-1)T, AT] 

(Cn [0, oo)) = {« E Ci, (0, 00) 
  

Then 

u,(t) =u(t+kT) €C,,[0,T), &=0,1,2,.... 

Hence the solution of (3.3.1) with F(t,z,u) in (3.3.2), x(t), att =¢t+kT can be 

written as 

e(t+kT) = O((4+ kT, kT )x(kT) + [~~ O(t + kT, 7)B(r)u(r) dr 

t+kT 

+f (b+ kT, 1) f(r, 2(r), u(r) dr, (3.3.5) 
k 

where ®(t,7) is the fundamental matrix defined in (3.2.5). Let us define 

Lk = x(kT) ER", k=0,1,2,... 

By the periodicity of ®(t,7), B(t) and f(t,z,u), and with the change of variable: 

T=s+kT, for k =0,1,2,..., we have (3.3.5) as follows: 

a(t+kT) = O(t,0)re + [ 80,5) B(s)u(s) ds 

+f ®(t,s) f(s, 2(s + kT), uz(s)) ds. (3.3.6) 
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If we define ®(t) = ®(t,0) and (Ou,)(t) = fo O(t, s)B(s)ug(s) ds, just as in (3.2.16) 

and (3.2.17), then we can solve (3.3.6) for z(t+kT) on [0,7] as an integral equation 

depending parametrically on x; and u,(-), i-e., 

a(t+kT) = O(t)x, + (Oux)(t) + 2 (t, xx, ux), 

= x” (t, rp, Ug) ae a (t, 2k, Uk), k=0,1,2,..., (3.3.7) 

where x(t, xz, ug) = of||xx|| + |lug||) uniformly for ¢ € [0,7], and 2"(t, x4, uz) = 

@(t)z;, + (Ou,)(t) is the linear part for z(t + kT). Hence we can define x(t + kT) as 

a function which depends only on zx and ug, 

E(t, LE, Uk) =a2(t+ kT), k= 0,1,2,... . (3.3.8) 

If we define A = ®(T,0), Bu, = fo ®(T,s)B(s)u,(s) ds, as same as in (3.2.9) and 

(3.2.12) on page 87, when t = T, from (3.3.6) we have 

T 

tag = Ary + Bug + [ ©(T,s)f(s,2(s + kT), us(s))ds, k=0,1,2,.... (3.3.9) 
0 

From (3.3.8), we can define fo ®(T,s) f(s, 2(s + kT), uz(s)) ds as a function of x, 

and u, as follows: 

~ T 
ff (te, UK) = | ©(T,s)f(s,2(s+kT),u,(s))ds, k=0,1,2,.... (3.3.10) 

0 

Therefore, the nonlinear T - periodic control system (3.3.1) can be written as 

Cha = F( xp, up) = Az, + Bug t f(ee, un), k= 0,1,2,..., (3.3.11) 
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with f(w,u) = O(|fz||? + fJull2) as [lal], [lel] > 0. 

Now let us consider the cost function (3.3.3) with G(¢,z,u) is defined in (3.3.4). 

First of all we can write the part {5° g(t, z(t), u(t)) dt as follows, 

oo (k+1)T 

| g(t, x )) dt = vf, g(t, x(t), u(t)) dé 
0 kT 

CO 0° T 

- fa g(s + kT, 2(s+kT),u(s + kT) ds = “~ g(s,2(s + kT), ug(s)) ds 
k=-0 79 

= yf a (s, £(s, Fx, Ug), Ue(s)) ds, 

by using (3.3.8) for z(s + kT), which shows that the higher order term 

Jo” g(t, z(t), u(t)) dt in the cost function (3.3.3) can be written as a function of 

x, and u,. Let 

T 
Qi(Le, Ur) = | g(s, £(8, Ly, Ux), Ue(s)) ds, k=0,1,2,..., (3.3.12) 

0 

then {5° g(t, z(t), u(t)) dt in the cost function (3.3.3) becomes 

ia g(t, x(t), u(t)) dt = Do 9u(e1s te) (3.3.13) 
0 

If we write the total cost function (3.3.3) as 

(k+1 TO 
[I G(t, x(t), u(t) dt = y “er Gt, x(t), u(t)) dt, (3.3.14) 

then by the periodicity of the system (3.3.1) and G(t, z,u) in the cost function and 
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use (3.3.12), we have 

(A+1)T 

/ G(t, x(t), u(t)) dt 
T 

= fee eter ato Tray ot) (tg ) at Jee tae nena T 

— [ee + kT)", ux(t)*) ( Ry ite ( a dt + 9i(2z, UE), 

k=0,1,2,.... (3.3.15) 

Substitute (3.3.7) for c(t + kT), (3.3.15) yields 

(k+1)T 

I, G(t, x(t), u(t)) dt 

= [tana eetanmirnto) (10 M8) 
L N (7 (t, 24, Ug) + 0" (t, cy, UE) dt + gi (Xx, Ux) 

uz(t) 

r . , W(t) R(t x(t, xp, UK 
= [ (ac (t, ee, ux) , uz(t) ) ( Ruy ite ( as ) dt 

+ go(Lp, Ur) + gi (ry, Ug), &=0,1,2,..., (3.3.16) 

where go(z,u) = o(||z||? + ||u||?) uniformly for ¢ € [0,7] and gi(z, wu) is defined as 

in (3.3.12). Since the linear part in (3.3.7) for 2(¢+ kT) is 2*(t,x,, uz) = O(t)z, + 

(@u,)(t), which is as the same as (3.2.18) with (@u,)(t) defined as in (3.2.17), by 

using the result in section 2.2 for the linear T' - periodic case and defining 

G(Tk, UE) = go( rk, UK) + Nn(Lk; Uk), k= 0, 1,2, my (3.3.17) 
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we see that the total cost (3.3.3) for nonlinear T - periodic case takes the form 

J(xo,u) = >> {a,"Way + 2(rp, Rug)an + (ug, Ux) 12 10,7) + Gti, Ue) }. (3.3.18) 
k=0 

We define 

~ 

G(xrp, Uk) = oe" Wey + 2(r4, Rug) an + (up, Ue) 22 0,7] + G( Les Ue), (3.3.19) 

for k =0,1,2,..., with g(z, u) = of|fxl]? + ||u|]*) as |Jz]], ||u|] ~ 0, and where W, R 

and UY are defined as in (3.2.20), (3.2.25) and (3.2.30), respectively. Therefore, the 

nonlinear T' - periodic control system (3.3.1) and the cost function (3.3.3), 

z= F(t,z,u)= A(t)e+ B(t)ut+ f(t, z, u), (3.3.20) 

J(xo,u) = | ” G(t, x(t), u(t)) dt, (3.3.21) 

with G(t,z,u) as defined in (3.3.4) are equivalent to a nonlinear discrete system 

(3.3.11) and the cost function (3.3.18) for z = {z,}, u = {ug}: 

Ley. = F (x4, ug) = Ar, + Bu, t+ f (ze, up), K=0,1,2,..., (3.3.22) 

I(xo,u) = > G(zp, ur), (3.3.23) 
k=0 

with G(2z,u) is defined in (3.3.19). 

Now we can use all the results developed in the previous chapter for general discrete 

systems. If we let = {Z,} and u = {u,} be the optimal control trajectory sequence 

pair, then by using the stable manifold theorem for general discrete systems the 
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optimal control w = {t,} can be written as 

y(t) = (—U + B*PB)"\(R* + B°PA) Sy + ru(#x)) (#) = (KEx)(t) + (ru(Fa))); 

(3.3.24) 

for k = 0,1,2,..., where 

Egy = Ady + Bix t+ f(¥x, tx), k= 0,1,2,..., (3.3.25) 

for t € [0, T], where r,,(Z,) is the higher order term defined in (2.3.11) on page 58, and 

P is the unique symmetric positive definite solution of the equation (3.2.38) on page 

94. Since the linear part of the nonlinear periodic systems (3.3.20) and (3.3.21) as a 

nonlinear discrete system (3.3.22) and (3.3.23), consists of the equations (3.2.1) and 

(3.2.2) on page 85 of the linear discrete optimization problem (3.2.13) and (3.2.33) 

on page 92, the quadratic part of the function G in (3.3.19) can be separated out 

by writing 

~ 

G(x, te) = G(¥x, Ue) + G(Xe, ty), k= 0,1,2,..., (3.3.26) 

where G(x, t%,) consists of quadratic terms which agree with (3.2.34) on page 93 in 

the linear case. Hence by using the result of Section 2.2, we also have 

ti (t) = K(t)z, + (ru(Ze))(t), &=0,1,2,..., (3.3.27) 

ii(t + kT) = K(t)#(kT) + ru((%x))(t). (3.3.28) 

From the result in the previous chapter for the discrete case, we know that the 
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minimal cost J(zo) can be written as 

A 

J (Xo) = Lo Px + 3(xo), (3.3.29) 

where P is the unique symmetric positive definite solution of the algebraic Riccati 

equation (3.2.38) on page 94 and j(:r) is a function of class C? with j(x) = o(||z||?), 

as ||z|| — 0. 

With this we have a beginning for the proof of 

Theorem 3.2 Consider the periodic nonlinear system 

r= F(t,z,u) = A(t)e + B(t)u + f(t, z, u) (3.3.30) 

as described above, and the problem 

min | ” G(t, x(t), u(t)) df (3.3.31) 

where x(t), u(t) together satisfy (3.8.30) and x(0) = x9. Then, for sufficiently small 

xo the optimal control u(t) yielding the optimal solution z(t) is characterized by a 

nonlinear T - periodic feedback relation 

a(t) = k(t, #(t)) = K(t)2(t) + R(t, £(t)) (3.3.32) 

where 

K(t) = - uy (B(t)*Q(t) + 2R(t)") (3.3.33) 

and k(t, x) is the higher order remainder terms and is continuously differentiable 
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with k(t,0) = 0, 2£(t,0) = 0. Moreover, Q(t) is the unique symmetric positive 
? Ox 

definite T - periodic solution of the matriz Reccati differential equation 

Q(t) + A(t)*Q(t) + Q(L)A(t) + W(t) 

~ (Q(t) B(t) + R(t)) U(t)—! (B(t)* Q(t) + R(t)*) = 0. (3.3.34) 

The optimal cost has the form 

a 

J (xo) = Lo" P29 + j(Lo) = Lo" Q(0) ro + 7 (Xo) (3.3.35) 

where P is the unique symmetric positive definite solution of the algebraic Riccati 

equation (3.2.38) and 7 is twice continuous differentiable with j(0) = 0, 31(0) = 0, 

*3(0) = 0. 

Proof. ‘The basic idea of the proof is to combine our knowledge of the form of the 

optimal cost J (x9) obtained from the discrete theory with easily obtained results 

for optimal control of differential equations on a finite interval. 

Applying the principle of optimality the original continuous periodic nonlinear op- 

timal control problem 

minimize : [ G(t, x(t), u(t)) dt (3.3.36) 
0 

is, taking the periodicity of the system and cost functional into account, the same 

minimize : [ ‘ G(t, x(t), u(t)) dt + J(x(T)), (3.3.37) 
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where J has been defined in (3.3.35). Let us suppose £(t) and u(t) to be the unique 

solution of the nonlinear T - periodic control system (3.3.1) and (3.3.3). Then from 

the equivalence of the discrete and continuous formulations we have the minimum 

cost 

J(xo) = I G(t; &(t), a(t) dt. (3.3.38) 

where 

z = F(t, #(t), a(t), (3.3.39) 

#(0) = 20, (3.3.40) 

where Z(t) and u(t) are the optimal control trajectory pair. To solve (3.3.37) we 

introduce the adjoint equation with boundary condition: 

OF 0G 
  

p = By (belt), u(t))"p - Ox (t, x(t), u(t))*, (3.3.41) 

AT) = 5 (2(L))* (3.3.42) 

We also need the following lemma (cf. Lemma 1.5 on page 8) 

Lemma 3.3 Let F(t,z,u) and G(t,x,u) be as described above, then there exists a 

unique continuously differentiable solution u(t,x,u) to the equation 

p(t)" S(t, 2(0),ult)) + 22 (t, a(t), u(t) = 0, (3.3.43) 

for (x,p) near the origin in R®” such that u(t,0,0) = 0, for all t € [0,00). Further- 
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more, 

u(t) = u(t, x(t), p(t)) = —5U(t)H2R(t)2(t + B(t)*p(t)) + h(t, x(t), p(t), 

(3.3.44) 

  where h(t, a(t), p(t)) = o(|lz|| + llpll) as [Iz], [Ipl| > 0 in R. 

The proof of this lemma will be similarly to the proof of Lemma 1.5, see [31]. 

Then the state / adjoint system with the optimal control trajectory z(t) and u(t) 

has the form 

& = F(t, £(t), a(t), (3.3.45) 

p= (al, 0)" — SFO), AU) (3.3.46) 

with the boundary conditions 

#(0) = xo (3.3.47) 

A(T) = aa a(T))’. (3.3.48) 

By using the above lemma, Lemma 3.3, we have the optimal control u(t) in terms of 

the optimal trajectory Z(t) and the solution, p(t), of the adjoint equation as follows: 

u(t) = ult, £(t), p(t)) 

= ~SU(t)(2R(1)"#(t) + B(t)*p(t)) + A, 4), v(t). (8.3.49) 
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For any 7,0 <7 < J, let us consider the initial condition at ¢ = Tr: 

If we solve forward on [7,7], we will have p(T), 2(7). Let us call this solution 

p(t,p,,£,) and z£(t,p,,Z,) on [7,7]. At time t = T we must satisfy the terminal 

condition corresponding to (3.3.42), i.e., 

10J 
T L * re " I ° Deeds p(T, p,,£,) 5 Hy (t(P Pr 2) (3.3.50) 

Let us define 

. 1d/,, a 
0(4,Yy) = aT, 4q,y) — 39g th ay), (3.3.51) 

then 

P(pr, £,) = 0 

is a set of nm equations which we intend to solve for p, in terms of £, so that the max- 

imum principle will give the optimal control u(t) in terms of z(t) alone, rather than 

in terms of z(t) and p(t) as in (3.3.49). For p, = 0, 2; = 0, we observe p(T, 0,0) = 0 

and £(T,0,0) = 0, so that we have 34.(Q) = 0 from (3.3.51). We wish to determine 

pr in terms of 2, so that ¢(p,(#,),Z,) = 0 for z, near the origin. By the implicit 

function theorem [18] we can do this if 5=(0, 0) is non-singular. 

Let us consider the linear case first. The variational equation of the nonlinear system 

based on p(t) = 0, £(t) = 0, and the quadratic part of the cost function, yields a 
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linear quadratic control problem for which we have the same two point boundary 

value problem but with F(t, z(t), u(t)) (cf. (3.3.2)) and G(t, x(t), u(t)) (cf. (3.3.4)) 

replaced by just their linear part and quadratic parts; viz: 

FY (t, c(t), u(t)) = A(t)z(t) + B(t)u(t), (3.3.52) 

t) R(t) \ ( x(t) \* U(t) ( u(t) } (3.3.53) 

If z(t) and u(t) is the unique optimal control trajectory pair of the nonlinear system 

(3.3.1) and (3.3.3), then we can write 

#(t) = 2¢(t) + 2% (t), 

i(t) = a"(t) + a% (2), 

where £/(t), a’ (t) are the linear part of £(t), u(t), and @%(t), w(t) are the higher 

order remainder terms of Z(t), &(t), respectively. Hence it is easy to see that x”(t) 

and u4(t) is the unique optimal control trajectory pair for the linear system, then 

the linear T - periodic optimal control system and optimal cost can be written as 

i’ = A(t)a’ + Bt), (3.3.54) 

F*(29) = | ” GE(t, a(t), E(t) dt. (3.3.55) 

By Theorem 2.1, p. 197, in [45], the optimal control for this problem is characterized 

on the interval [0,7] by 

a(t) = SU Bey P() + 2R(t)"#"(4)], (3.3.56) 

where £4(t) and p’(t) satisfy the linear two point boundary value problem consisting 
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of the equations (cf. (3.3.45) and (3.3.46)) 

b= A(t)#4(t) + B(t)a"(2), 

pr = —A(t)"p’ (t) — 2W(t)e"(t) — 2A) a(t) 

and the boundary conditions (cf. (3.3.47) and (3.3.48)) 

(3.3.57) 

(3.3.58) 

(3.3.59) 

(3.3.60) 

where p(t) is the solution of the linear system and hence it is the linear part of 

the solution of the nonlinear system (3.3.46) with the boundary condition (3.3.48), 

1.e. if p(t) is the solution of nonlinear system (3.3.46) with the boundary condition 

(3.3.48) then we can write p(t) as 

p(t) = p(t) + p(t), 

where p(t) is the nonlinear remainder term. Let us substitute the optimal control 

(3.3.56) into (3.3.57) and (3.3.58), we have 

= (Ald) = B()U (1 R(t)*) #4(t) = + 5 B(t)U(t)" B(t)"p (3.3.61) 

=2 ‘nowy 'R(t)* — W(t) &” + (—AQ@)* + R()U(t)* B)*) p* (2). 

Let us define 

(3.3.62) 

(3.3.63)



then 

; 

where Q(t) satisfies the equation 

Q(t) + Q(t)C(t) + Q(E)D(E)Q(4) + C(L)"Q(t) — E(t) = 0. 

Thus Q(t) satisfies the matrix Riccati differential equation: 

with 

Q(t) + A(t)*Q(t) + Q()A(E) + WE) 

— (Q(t) B(t) + R(t)) U(t)™ (B(t)"Q(t) + R(t)*) = 0, 
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(3.3.64) 

(3.3.65) 

(3.3.66) 

(3.3.67) 

(3.3.68) 

(3.3.69) 

(3.3.70) 

(3.3.71)



If we let 

~ 

C(t) = C(t) + D1)Q(E), 

then 

and 

q(t) = O(t, 7 )q(7), 

where ®(t,7) is the fundamental matrix for 

  

g = —C(t)*¢. 

Then ®(¢,7) is nonsingular, and 

q(T) 
= @(T,T). 

aq(r) N77) 

Also we can write 

; . t 
H(t) = V(t,r)H(7) + | Y(t, s)D(s)q(s) ds, 

where W(t, 7) is the fundamental matrix for 

y= C(t)y. 
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(3.3.72) 

(3.3.73) 

(3.3.74) 

(3.3.75) 

(3.3.76) 

(3.3.77) 

(3.3.78)



Hence 

HT) = WT,r)G(r) + [ WT,s)D(s)q(s) ds 
=~ W(T,r)i(r) + | “W(T,s)D(s)®(s, 7) dsq(r) 

= W(T,7)g(7) + A(T, 7T)q(7), (3.3.79) 

where A(T, 7) is defined as 

A(T,r) = f W(T, s)D(s)®(s,7) ds. (3.3.80) 

Substituting (3.3.74) for ¢(T) into (3.3.68) we have 

p(T) = q(T) + Q(T)#*"(T) 

= O(T,r)q(r) + Q(T) #"(T) 

= O(T,7)(p*(r) — Q(t)8"(7)) + Q(T) 4"(T) 

= (T,r)p’(r) 4+ Q(T)#*(T) — O(T,7r)Q(t)#4(7). (3.3.81) 

Also substituting (3.3.68) for g(r) into (3.3.79) we see that £*(T) has the following 

form: 

#(T) = W(T,7)8°(r) + A(T, 7)(p"(7) — Q(7)8"(7)) 

= (W(T,r)— A(T,r)Q(r))z"(r) + A(T, 7) p" (1). (3.3.82) 

Hence (3.3.81) implies: 

p(T) = (T,7)p*(r) — O(T, r)Q(t)2"(r) 
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+Q(T) [(W(T,7) — A(T, 7) Q(7))#*(r) + ACL, 7)p*(7)| 

= (®(T,7) + Q(L)A(T,7))p'(7) 

+ [Q(L)(W(T, 7) — A(T, 7) Q(r)) — O(T, TQ) E°(7). (3.3.83) 

Therefore, we have 

Op’ (T) 
Op, 
  = 0(T,T) + Q(T)A(T, 7). (3.3.84) 

From (3.3.82), the partial derivative of z4(T’) respect to p,; takes the form: 

  

    

dz" (T) _ 
dp, = A(T, T). (3.3.85) 

Hence 

Op'(T) | 0z'(T) 
Op, = ©(T,7T) + Q(T) Dp, . (3.3.86) 

Since for the nonlinear system we defined the function $(q, y) in (3.3.51), i.e. 

1aJ 
d(q,¥) = PT, ay)" — 39g q¥))s 

then ¢(q,y) can be separated as 

$(q,y) = ¢'(a,y) + 6% (4,y), 

where ¢4(q, y) is the linear part and ¢%(q, y) is the higher order remainder terms. It 

is easy to see that the linear part of the function ¢(q,y), 6”(q, y), satisfies (3.3.51) 

also for linear system, i.e., 

10s", 
¢°(q,y) =P (T,a,y)* — 5p Fay), 
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and the partial derivative of ¢” with respect to p, at point (0,0) has the following 

form: 

Od" Op(T) 102J4 0 0é"(T) 
Op, Ip, 2 a2 Gp” (3.3.87)         (0,0) = 

where the optimal cost for the linear quadratic problem (3.3.54), (3.3.55) starting 

with z4(T) at time T is 

J’(a/(T)) = (TY P(T)#"(T). (3.3.88) 

Now the unique positive definite solution Q(t) of the matrix Riccati differential 

equation (3.3.70) at time 7’ satisfies the condition 

  

    

Q(T) = P(T). (3.3.89) 

Hence 

arse Sor (0) = 2Q(T). (3.3.90) 

If we substitute (3.3.86) and (3.3.90) into (3.3.87), oe" will have the form: 

agt _ 0z"(T) 0z"(T) 

= &(T,7). (3.3.91) 

Since ¢4(T,7) is a fundamental matrix solution of (3.3.75), so it is nonsingular. 

Therefore, 

ea, 0) = &(T,7) + higher order terms, (3.3.92) 
Pr 
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so that 5£(0, 0) is nonsingular. By the implicit function theorem [18], there exists 

a continuously differentiable function » such that 

p(t) = A(7, £(7)). (3.3.93) 

Since t was chosen arbitrary in [0,7], then (3.3.93) is also true for any t € [0,7] , 

thus we have 

p(t) = X(7, z(t)), # € [0,7]. (3.3.94) 

Now we have p(t) is a function of Z(t) then let us substitute (3.3.94) for p(t) into 

(3.3.49), 

u(t) = u(t, z(t), p(t)) = u(t, Z(t), A(t, Z(¢))) 

= —5U-()2R(t)"4(2) + B(t)"\(t, 4(t))] + h(t, 4(t), A(t, 2(t)))-(3.3.95) 

Therefore, the optimal control a(t) now is given only in terms of Z(t) alone and we 

can write it as 

a(t) = K(t)2(t) + k(t, 2(t)), (3.3.96) 

where k(t, £(t)) is the higher term and k(t, 0) = 0, Dk (E, 0) = 0. Now the only thing 

left for this theorem which we need to prove is that K(t) in (3.3.96) will have the 
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form (3.3.33), ie., 

K(t) = ~SU()* (BU) QW) + 2k"). 

Since J(0,2(0)) = J(zxo) is the minimum cost starting at zo, when t = 0, and 

J(T,#(T)) = J(#(T)) is the minimum cost starting at 2(T), when ¢ = T, and (cf. 

(3.3.48)) 

as, . 
A, lL) = 2n(F) L 

and the general argument in [31], then when t = 7 € [0,7], we have 

a J(r,0) =0, (3.3.97) 

a (7, 8(r)} = 2p(r)" = 2X7, 8(1))*, (3.3.98) 

with 

p(T)” = A(z, &(7))" = Q(r)#(r) + offZ(7)IL, [l2(7)I| > 0 

Thus the optimal cost can be written as 

I(r, #(7)) = #(r)*Q(r)4(r) + higher order terms. 

Then the partial derivative of J(r,2(7)) with respect to zx is 

aJ 
9g (7 #(7)) = 2Q(r)z(r) + higher order terms. (3.3.99) 

r 
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It then follows that A(t) in (3.3.96) can be written as 

1 K() = 30) "2R(t)" + BO"Q(0), 

which is as same as in (3.3.33). Hence the theorem is proved. 
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Chapter 4 

Conclusions and Future Research 

“In today’s rapidly progressing science and technology, the field of control theory is 

at the forefront of the creative interplay of mathematics, engineering, and computer 

science. Drawing upon these disciplines, control theory brings powerful theoreti- 

cal results to bear on advanced technologies. As a foundation of control systems 

engineering, it is at the heart of the new industrial revolution involving automa- 

tion, computers, and robotics.” These successes of control theory attracted many 

new participants, including mathematicians fascinated by the associated research 

opportunities. As new tools were introduced in late sixties, “the theory widened 

and became diverse, to the extent that a ‘Tower of Babel’ phenomenon has arisen: 

specialists in one branch may experience diffculties in understanding the work of 

experts in another. However, to this day the linear - quadratic regulator theory pos- 

tulated by Kalman plays the role of a universal language accessible to all branches” 

[15]. 

Following Kalman, Lukes [31] original work was carried out in the context of au- 

tonomous nonlinear ordinary differential equations control systems in the vicinity 

of a critical point. Much of the work of this thesis consists of variations on his orig- 
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inal theme. Throughout this description we refer to the standard linear quadratic 

theory as the LQ theory and to extensions of that theory to cover nonlinear systems 

and / or nonquadratic cost functions, in the spirit of Lukes development, as NLNQ 

(nonlinear, nonquadratic, or perhaps, to the extent that it involves perturbations 

about the LQ cases, nearly linear, nearly quadratic) theory. 

We have extended Lukes’ results to time invariant nonlinear discrete systems and we 

have, in turn, applied those results to get nonlinear control laws for periodic ordinary 

differential equations systems. The most elementary part of the work concerns the 

form which the NLNQ theory takes in a setting corresponding to the finite interval 

LQ case, developed here in Section 3.3. We have shown that the extension from 

LQ to NLNQ in that case simply involves the implicit funciton theorem in a quite 

specific setting, the desired nonsingular Jacobian being derived from the LQ theory. 

The main contribution of this thesis is the development of a setting within which 

the stable manifold theorem of nonlinear ordinary differential equations theory can 

be constractively extended to discrete systems and the development of NLNQ the- 

ory as it relates to nonautonomous systems of particular type; specifically periodic 

systems. 

Future research directions include development of NLNQ theory in the context of 

stabilization of autonomous systems with reference to invariant sets other than crit- 

ical points; e.g., periodic solutions such as occur in the theory of self-excited oscil- 

lations. This appears to introduce several essential complications over an beyond 

those encountered in the present work but the form which the eventual theory is 

likely to take is emerging. We have some conjectures and speculations as to the 
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form which NLNQ theory may take with reference to arbitary compact invariant 

sets of an autonomous system of differential equations but so far these are, indeed, 

speculative. 

Many optimal control problems can be solved numerically. The power series approx- 

imations Lukes stressed, and which we followed to solve our example is limited to 

analytic systems. Some modified proofs of the stable manifold theorem, both in the 

context of nonlinear ordinary differential equations and in the context of nonlinear 

recursion equations appears to be particularly well adapted to numerical approxi- 

mation of NLNQ feedback control laws by spline, or other finite element, methods. 

These are discussed in the article [46], which is related to the work of this thesis. 

“Control problems will continue to provide a rich source of very complex mathemat- 

ical problems. In addition to the payoffs through applications to modern technology, 

the solution of these problems special efforts will be needed to ensure the continued 

development of control sciences in ways which take full advantage of present and 

future opportunities” [15]. If in writing this thesis we succeed in encouraging others 

to improve upon and extend our work we will have achieved the main purpose of 

our present efforts. 
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